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Summary

Setting the stage: reasons for the
Comm ission's establ ish ment
Over the past 300 years BritishJews have
established well-developed representative
structures. However, there is an increasing
recognition that we are in a period of rapid change.
The pace of this change has placed considerable
stmin on the historic centml representative
structures: the Board of Deputies of BritishJews
and the Chief Rabbinate. Vocal andvariegated
interest groups, ranging from the strictly Orthodox
to the progressive, claim that the current modes of
representation fail to include them or speak for
their interests.

Questions have been raised as to whyJewish
representative institutions have been unable to
defuse tensions and resolve disputes that frequently
surface in the public sphere. In addition, new
organtzations are continually emerging to address
the wider society on matters ofJewish interest.

Finally many individuals - particularly women, the
younger generation and the unaffiliated-feel
disenfranchised. Aware that decisions taken by
othens affect them, they do not believe that they
have the means of influencing those decisions. They
also do not feel the present representational
structures meet thet needs.

Changing British Jewry
The Commission asked: 'For what sort of British
Jewry is representation being undeftaken?' The
answer was: a communiry in transition.

In terms of demography, there has been a
significant decline in the estimatedJewish
population, which now numbers under 300,000
people. Despite the fact that today approximately 70
per cent of the population, of UKJews are formally
linked to a synagogue, approximately one third of
the population is religiously unaffiliated.

Moreover, those BritishJews who are affiliated to a
synagogue are increasingly diverse and are
segmented across the following groupings:

.60.7 per cent belong to central Orthodox
synagogues (Ashkenazi and Sephardi);

. 2B.B per cent belong to progressive q,nagogues
(Reform, Liberal and Masorti);

. 10.5 per cent belong to strictly Orthodox (llaredi)
synagogues, which have shown the greatest

degree of growth in the last decade.

Recent studies on issues oflewish identity have
shown a trend towards non-synagogal modes of
affiliation and a rising number of marriages with
non-Jews. Yet, paradoxically, at the same time there
is greater confidence among the strictly Orthodox,
a huge investment and expansion inJewish
education and a stronger sense of British Jewish
identity

Finally British Jews increasingly regmd rhemselves
in ethnic terms. Alongside religion, culture and
language, their ethnicity includes feelings of kinship
and belonging, and a desire for group continuity In
practice, however, most British Jews presently
regard the synagogue as the only practicable way
open to them to identifywith and belong to
somethingJewish.

Changing Britain
In what kind of Britain, then, is representation
taking place?

Britain has become more diverse in terms of
religion, ethnic origin, culture and lifestyle. It is now
often referred to as a multicultural society Ethnic,
regional and other differences are increasingly
portrayed as requiring not merely toleration, but
also acknowledgement, respect, resources and
representation.

The most significant changes are structural, affecting
the various tiers of government to whichJews have
traditionally made representations. The changes
under way that are akeady affecting Britain's central
political institutions promise to alter significantly the
pattern of power, leading to new challenges and
opportunities for representational activiry They
include reform of the House of Lords, devolution
and regionalization, changes in local government,
including a London mayor and Greater London
Authority and closer integration into the European
Union.

Mapping current representation
The Commission identified thoseJewish communal
organizations that carry out representation,
together with their main target audiences:
government and Padiament, local authorities,
international and European organrzations, foreign
governments, international Jewish organizations,
Israel, Diaspora communities, European Jewish
organzations, other-faith minority groups, the
voluntary sector, the media and other opinion
formem.



This information is discussed in Section 4 and ha-s

been produced in diagrammatic form. The
organrzational map seryed a^s the starting point for
analysing Jewish representation, revealing in stark
relief its multi-faceted, diverse and complex nature.

Gathering ideas: the consultation exercise
For more than eighteen months the Commission
carried out its research and deliberations on a
variery of levels. It canvassed zLS many people as

possible within theJewish community, together
with those in the wider society who are the main
target audiences ofJewish representation.

A detailed questionnaire on the scope, subject
matter and comprehensiveness ofJewish
representation was compiled, and copies were sent
to more than 2,000Jewish organizations and
individuals. Advertisements were placed in the
national andJewish press inviting people to request
a questionnaire, and a special web-site was
established to allow respondents to submit their
answers on-line.

Seven'town meetings'were held in Central
London, Redbridge, Golders Green, Brighton,
Manchesteq Glasgow and Ieeds. Smaller focus
groups and discussions were also held. Finally the
Commission conducted in-depth interviews with
more than seventy key informzurts, both inside and
outside the British Jewish community

During the Commission's evidence-gathering,
certain recurring themes emerged: questions of
leadership, consultation, professionalism,
networking and coordination, reaching the
unaffiliated, internal, informal and religious

representation, representation abroad and internal
Jewish divisions.

Among the key questions surrounding the current
state of representational activity, the following
emerged:

. Do the multiple layers of special interest and
representation constitute needless duplication or
strength through diversiry?

. Should there be one or manyvoices?

. V4-nt is the role of religious representation?

. Do theJewish media have a role in
representation?

. V4rat is the place of informal representation?

r How is theJewish community regarded by the
targets of representation-as a religious or an
ethnic group?

. V{hen is collective representation necessary?

Through the Commission's wide-ranging
consultations with every sector of theJewish
community an overridin g leitmotif began to
emerge: a growing realization that a means of
representation regarded as effective in the past or
even today may not be adequate in the future.

The Commission obseled that, while people were
quick to express their concerns and extensive
criticisms of existing representative structures, they
were less willing, initizrlly, to posit solutions.
Nevertheless, a number of solutions were put
forward and subsequently seffed as a basis for the
Commission's recommendations, which follow.



Recom mendations

The following section is in two pafts: 'Principles for action' and
'Implementation of principles'. Both grew out of a consideration of the
evidence, ideas and suggestions expressed during the consultative process.
Together they constitute a strategic direction that we believe will meet the
current and emerging representational needs of the BritishJewish
community

Principles for action
1 For the purposes of representation we should adopt aninclusiue

d.eftnition of the Jewish people and present ourselves as an
ethnic minority.

Jews believe in, or are conscious of having, a common ongin and destiny
Historically for more than three centuriesJews in Britain were regarded as a
religious minority However, in recent decades, Jewish ethniciry hzrs been
officially recognized under the Race Relations Act of 7976. Agovernment
report stated in 7995:

It is a fundamental objective of the UK government to enable members of
ethnic minorities to participate freely and fully in the economic, social
and public life of the nation, with all the benefits and responsibilities
which that entails, while stillbeing able to maintain their own culture,
traditions, language and values.t

V'e believe that for the purposes and benefits of representation theJewish
community needs to see itself in these terms: namely as an ethnic group. It
is this polirywhich offers the community the public space and the social
anc-l political climate in which it can pursue its efforts at representing itself

2 We affirm the continuing relevance of the'emancipation
contract'.

The BritishJewish community today still operates and exists on the basis of
the emancipation contract:Jews have full legal and political equalitywirh all
other citizens before the law; they are free to form their own associations or
to choose not to single themselves out asJews in any way at all.

3 We are a community of cornmunities.

\il/e accept the analysis of a former president of the Board of Deputies, Israel
Feinstein, that 'to speak of one community is misleading. BritishJewry has
always consisted of "communities"- distinguished geographically
religiously socio-economically ideologically, historically and by personality'.2

In adopting the principle of 'a community of communities', we also accept
the principle of subsidiarity in representational activities. That is, we believe
that groupings within theJewish community should take and retain
responsibility for representational activities that can be dealt with effectively
at their own level.



4 Representation of the comrnunity must be seen as multi-faceted.
There is no one best way, nor is one overarching organization or
leader able, to speak on behalf of the entire comrnunity.

It follows from our understanding of contemporaryJewry in Britain that
different sections of the communitywill make different demands on the
government or express their interests in a different manner to various third
pafties.

\!'e noted the growth of a 'free market' in representation, with a
corresponding increase in the number of specialist and single-interest
bodies. Like similar organtzations in the wider society, they are generally a
flexible, responsive and effective means of representing interests.

In view of the variety of issues to be represented, the range of effective
voices avallable and our understanding of ourselves as a community of
communities, we believe it is not possible, nor has it been possible of late,
for any single organtzation or leader-religious or secular-to attempt to
provide all BritishJewry's representational activities or speak on behalf of
the entire community

\W'e believe that this principle of multiple representarion also lends itself to
coopemtion, coordination and even agreement to speak with one voice on
certain issues when the need arises. In these circumstances it seems that
collective representation can currently be carried out only on a non-
ecclesiastical, non-rabbinical basis.

'il/hat should drive this process is (a) the nature of the representation that
needs to be undertaken, @) the ability to be proactive and make effiective
representation and (c) accountability with the last constituting an essential
component of credibility within the Jewish communiry Such representation
may involve, but is not necessarily associated with, democratic
orgNtizational structures. In the words of one of our interwiewees: 'The
extent to which you are considered representative is the extent to which
you have consulted well.'

5 Effective representation needs to take into account tlre structural
changes and changing tiers ofgovernrnent at local, regional,
national and European levels.

As the internal and external structure of the UK is in the process of
transition we need to realign our representational activities to address:

o constitutional change, including the reform of the House of Lords,
proportional representation, and devolution and regionaltzation;

. changes in local government, including the emergence of the Greater
Iondon Authority and proposed changes in other metropolitan
authorities, changes in locai authority boundaries, changing roles of local
government and the' modernrzation' agenda;

. closer integration into the European Union, including the incorporation of
the European Convention on Human Rights into British lasr

6 In order to carry out fepresentation we need to take into account
cuffent and future trends and developments in the political,
social and economic environment of the UtrL



The withdrawal of the state from many areas of social and economic activiry
has put increased pressure on communities to provide for themselves. In
particular, the retreat of the state from welfare provision puts pressure on
voluntary organzations to provide more social, educational and housing
services.

Because BritishJewish communities are essentially clusters of voluntary
organizations, the above trends offer new opportunities for forging creative
partnerships with the broader voluntary sector in general and with
governmental agencies, including the newly devolved regional and
European institutions.

The dramatic expansion of information/communication technology (ICT),
including the Internet, creates still more opportunities for various sectors of
BritishJewry to share knowledge and interact, both with each other and
withJewish communities in other countries.

7 BritishJews are members of a globalJewish people and have
responsibilities to representJewish interests wherever the need
arises.

\l'e afftrm this principle pafticularly now, when our links with Israel and
other Diaspora communities are subject to ongoing and rapid change due
to social, political and economic developments world-wide.

It follows from this principle that effective representation ofJewish interests
beyond Europe needs to take into account the changing dynamic of the
relationships between Israel and the Diaspora, as well as a"mong Diaspora
communities themselvcs.

I There is a clear need for reforrn in representation.

The accelerating rate of change in multiple sectors of British government
and society precludes a piecemeal approach to reforming the method and
means by which we carry out our representational interests. If our own
response to that change is not implemented in a deliberate and strategic
manner, we will be put atadisadvantage precisely ata time when our
community's frrture is so closely linked with developments in the wider
sociery Jews in the UK therefore need to devise a systematic and proactive
response in order to ensure that both the multiple uoices of our
community and tbe uoice of our multiple communities are effectively
heard.

9 There are viable models for comrnunity-wide cooperation on
representational matters.

In contrast to the internal issues which can selve as abar to dialogue and
cooperation, we believe that a range of external concerns exists which relate
to and affect BritishJews as a whole. It is exernal issues such as these-the
prime subject matter of representation-which provide us with an
opportunity to respond in a coherent and focused way Such concerns may
range from the civic/secular, such as antisemitism and securiql to the
religious, such as circumcision and sbecbita (kosher slaughter of animals).

On specific religious matters, each grouping tends to orgarize its own
representation. \We have found that, depending on the need, religious



groupings within the communitywill accept people beyond their
communities to represent their interests; what is important for them is the
manner in which representatives speak for them and the sensitivity shown
to their belieft; and needs. It is therefore feasible to envisage a situation in
which, without any religious group abandoning or compromising any of its
principles, alliances can be formed on a pragmatic bzr^sis, in order to pursue
certain issues.

LO The development of our human resorrrces is a prerequisite for
effective comrnunal representation.

Effective representation requires informed leaders of high calibre. Given the
diversity that prevarls, quality leadership is needed in both governance and
staffing. Talentecl individuals, irrespective of age ancl gendeq must be able
and encouraged to move through the system to the top. It is imperative that
those who seek to represent the community be appropriately trained and
informed.

lmplementation of principles
L A coordinating structure

The range of issues which organizations and individuals pursue in the
wider society is considerable. Because they operate in what amounts to a
free-market system, we do not propose to prescribe or proscribe issues
that require representation. 'Ve are also keenly aware of the difficulty of
direct communication and public consultation between some relip4ious
groups.

\7e therefore recommend the creation of an independent, cross-communal
coordinating str-ucture. This structure will serve as a network of
organizations and will involve the senior lay ancl professional leaders
concerned with representation.

The structure will require a small but highly professional and well-qualified
staff. It will have no independent, executive fi:nction and no ecclesiastical or
rabbinic authority Rather than being empowered to speak on anyone's
behalf, its primary role will be as a facilitator and catalyst. \W'orking groups or
committees could be established on an ad hoc or ongoing basis. Its aim will
be to be flexible and outcome-oriented.

In the event that a unified communal response is requirecl to any issue that
arises, the structure will operate on a networking basis, assembling a group
of appropriate voices, groups and interests within the community in order
to discuss a collective response in an appropriate timescale. This response
will then be disseminated by the network as a representative communal
position.

The structure's remit will be to:

. operate according to tbe aboue principles;

o monitor and clisseminate info?"mation on issues involving representation
of the interests of the BritishJewish communities;

. identifl emerging issues by virtue of the network's knowledge base and
stemminp4 from its interaction with all the elements of the communiry;



. reAct to external issues when they emerge, if necessary facilitating
targeted coalitions ofJewish organzations and agencies in order to
formulate a strategic response;

. resPond to requests from Jewish agencies and communal organizations
throughout the UK for representation and for advice and consultation on
how to carry out representation as the need arises;

. creAte andfacilitctte aforumfor commutT;tl organizatioru to discuss
and develop strategies on how to advance the representative agenda. Such
a forum could range in format and include group meetings, formal
assembly, mediated sessions andert electronic bulletin board in'real time'.
This could be launched via an annual agenda-setting conference for the
purpose of establishing priorities and creating long- and short-term
strategies.

2 A development progftlfirme for future leaders

A change in the culture of communal organizations is necessary before new
leaders will come forward.'We believe this can happen through discussion
and implementation of the recommended reforms and a systematic
adoption of the principles we have set out. If the result is seen to be
effective and efficient, and the key issues which are raised for discussion and
action are recognized as directly affecting the future of the communiql we
believe that high-calibre leaders will come for-ward to fill formal leadership
positions. Despite much lip selice to similar recommendations in the past,
the above aspiration has not been put into practice. This, too, must change.

To ensure a desirable level of knowledge and competence in the field of
representation, we recommend the introduction of a high-quality training
and devekrpment programme for professional andlay leaders. This
programme should be designed to build a systematic body of knowledge
about the effective conduct of representation that can be transmitted to
potential leaders throughout their communal careers.

Part of this training should involve the creation of a syllabus which will help
ensure that those involved in representation are well informed about the
processes and methodology of representation. In general, based on our
research, such a syllabus would include a knowledge of:

o tbe cbangtrng landscape of communal and gouernmental bodies on the
local, regional, national and European levels as they relate to targets of
repfesentation;

. a working.familiarity ruitb tbe religtorc and etbnic composition, social
structure and clemograpby of the Jewish population in the UK and the
corresponding range of views that exists in our community of
communities;

. An aluatrreness of the bistoty of British Jeuty as it relates to its governance
and formal status as a 'dissenting religious minority' in the UK and in its
relationship to the European and international community;

oJeuisb tbougbt and practice relevaltt to issues of representation.

3 An independent mass media and resource office

'i(e are keenly aware of the role which the mass media play in acing as a
window on theJewish community through both their coverage of formal



representation and their reporting of culturzl events and communal
controversies, as well as religious, ethical and social issues. Jewish views on a
wide range of issues are publicly aired as a result of the media seeking out
people to comment on newswofthy events, appeaf in documentaries,
participate in discussion programmes and provide quotes for newspaper
articles. Since the media are free agents and can approach whomsoever
they wish, they possess a great deal of control over howJews, Judaism, the
community and the issues it faces are portrayed.

To facilitate the expression of more informed, developed and educated
views, we recommend the establishment of an independent mass media
and resource office which would act as a clearing house for putting the
mass media into contact with leaders, rabbis, experts and commentators on
an impartial ba-sis. one way that the office would achieve this impartialiry
would be by always (wherever possible) offering the media the opportunity
of speaking to more than one person or organtzation. It should also suppry
briefings to individuals who are asked to present their views on issues of
Jewish concern.

Those running the office would need a comprehensive and sophisticated
knowledge and understanding of the range of issues and problems which
do and might interest the media.

The way forward
we urgently recommend full discussion of this report in the communiqr It is
the hope of the commission thar BririshJewrywill incorporare the three
recommendations we have outlined into the work of representation on the
basis of the ten principles for action we have outlined above. In addition, an
appropriate funding structure should be put into place to enable the
establishment and continuing effective operation of the bodies specified in
Recommendations 7,2 and 3.'we acknowledge that the linkages between all
three bodies, both formal and informal, also need to be addressed.

Finally clear initiatives need to be taken in order to report on, stimulate and
lead this communal discussion, as well as to monitor progress towards the
implementation of the above recommendations. The challenge to existing
leaders and organzations therefore is this: to assume responsibility for suih
initiatives and to commit to carrying them out.

Notes
1 Home offrce, 13tb UK Periodic Repon b tbe LIN committee on tbe Elimiruttion of Ail

Forms of Discimination Relating to tbe Perir.vl up to 31 Jullt 1994 enndon 1995).

2 Israel Finestein, A communiry of parzdox: office, authority and idea-s in the changing
governance of Anglo-Jewry', in s. Ilan lioen (ed.),/erzrisb centets and peripberies: Europe
between America and Israel 50 Years alter World \yar II (New Brunswick, NJ, 1999), p 26g.



4 lntroduction
I
7,,,tTerms of reference
KIth. Commission on Representation of the Interests

of the BritishJewish Communitywas established as

an independent deliberative working party by the
Institute forJewish Policy Research in 1998. Its task
was to examine how the interests of the British
Jewish community are represented on various
levels-within the communiry among Jewish
communities elsewhere and in the wider society-
and to make recommendations as to how the
representation of those interests can best be, or
indeed need to be, organized for the twenty-first
century

Method and aims
The bulk of our work has concentrated on the
representation ofJewish interests to the wider
society the main object of the Commission.
Representation within the community has been
considered in so far as it relates to how the
communifv represents its interests more widely
Representing British Jewish interests among Jewish
communities elsewhere is considered specifically in
relation to Europe.

Our first step was to embark on a consultation
exercise. We set out to listen to as many people as
possible within theJewish community and those in
the wider sociew who are the main target audiences
ofJewish representation, in order to establish what
people think, what their concerns are, whether they
think that current representation is effiective, and
what changes they would like to see in the
organization and implementation of representation.
This was done by inviting people to complete a
questionnaire. Copies were sent to more than 2,000

Jewish orgartzations and individuals, adverts were
placed in the national andJewish press inviting
people to request a questionnure and a
Commission web-site was established whereby
people could submit their answers online. Finally
seven'town meetings'were held, in Central
london, Redbridge, Golders Green and Brighton in
the South, and in Manchester, Leeds and Gla.sgow
in the North. In addition, more than seventy
personal interviews were conducted with a cross-
section of individuals and organizations both inside
and outside the BritishJewish communiry and an
InquiryDaywas held, at which Commissioners
sought the views of experts (see Appendix 4).

Second, we considered all the evidence generated
by the consultation exercise.'We also commissioned
a number of papers to help inform our thinking.

One of these is included as Appendix 2.

It is important to stress that we did not conduct an
evaluation or a detailed critique of all the
institutions currently involved in representation. Ife
decided to approach the issue by establishing what
we believe to be the key features of BritishJewry
and British society which representation has to take
into account to be effective today \W'e sought to
develop an understanding of how representation
currently operates, examining the evidence from
the consultation exercise on key points of concern.
On the basis of information and analysis, we drew
conclusions and established principles and
recommendations for action.

We believe that the issues at stake have direct
implications for the future of BritishJewry as a
whole, a future which will be determined by the
interaction between the communitv and the wider
sociery

\l'e saw our core ta^sk as beginning a process,
establishing the terms of debate about the issue of
representation and sharing with the community our
assessment and understanding. \!'e have set out to
provide others with knowledge and ideas which
they can consider, evaluate and use as engines for
change. \l'e have aimed to outline the challenges
facing the community; to identify wherever
possible, future trends and issues that the
community needs to take into account in order to
thrive within an increasingly multicultural Britain
while maintaining its distinctive identiry

Reasons for the Commission's
establishment
British Jews have awell-developed representative
structure. Over the years the Board of Deputies of
BritishJews has evolved to represent their interests
to the outside world, loosely imitating the House of
Commons. By the same token, the Chief Rabbinate
carne to be regarded as analogous to the office of
the Archbishop of Canterbury Other minority faiths
have often remarked on the advantages of such a
coherent and well-orguved st ncture that enables
aJewish voice to be heard on issues that affect the
community atlarge.

The world, however, has changed. BritishJews now
find themselves in a societywhich is questioning
the idea of a common culture. Pluralism is the order
of the day, with interest groups competing against
each other for influence in a market-place of values.
The political landscape is likewise undergoing a
series of potentially seismic shifts. Devolution in



Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland* has called
into question the very idea of 'national identity' and
threatens to let what some regard as the genie of
English nationalism out of the bottle. The
Runnymede Tiust, with the blessing of the
government, has set up the Commission on the
Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain, which is asking,
among other questions, whether 'our democratic
institutions belong equally to all citizens'.

Far-reaching structural changes in government are
also under way Hereditary peers have been largely
removed from the House of Lords, while the
\l'akeham Commission report has called for
significant changes in the structure of the second
chamber, including state-appointed leaders from
religious communities. The direct election of city
mayors is about to transform local government, as is
the potential creation of regional assemblies.
Incorporation of the European Convention on
Human Rights into the law of England and \X/ales
will increase the power of the judiciary Meanwhile,
whether or not Britain abandons the pound for the
euro, the European Union is likely to play an
increasing role in the lives of the inhabitants of the
United Kingdom.

Against this background of profound cultural and
political transformation, the British Jewish
community has also experienced significant changes
over the last few decades. These developments
were reflected in the work of the Community
Research Unit of the Board of Deputies of British
Jews and analysed in theJPR suwey of social and
political attitudes of BritishJews.r There is growing
religious diversity an increasing trend towards non-
synagogal modes of affiliation and a rising number
of marriages and partnerships with non-Jews. At the
same time, there is growing confidence among the
strictly Orthodox, a huge investment inJewish
education and a greater confidence in a British
Jewish identiry

These changes have prompted many communal
institutions to review their objectives and reform
their structures and modes of operation. This is
most apparent within theJewish voluntary sector,
where large'super' organizations have emerged,
commanding multi-million-pound budgets and able
to exert great influence in communal fund-raising,
welfare and education, while working within
international structures.

'klnformation with regarcl to Northcrn Irelancl nas accurate at time of
going to press.

It is quite clear that this new social profile the
Jewish community has adopted to meet the
changes in the social and political landscape has
also placed considerable strain on its central
representative structures, which were established in
avery different climate. Arguments within the
communiry have been the subject of
unprecedented public attention in recent years,
giving rise to the question why its representative
institutions have been unable to defuse such
tensions and resolve disputes.

There has been a persistent and increasing gmmble
of complaint that the Chief Rabbinate and the
Board of Deputies are unrepresentative and
ineffectual. These institutions zre being buffeted bv
the winds of pluralism. Vocal andvaiegated interest
groups ranging from the strictly Orthodox to the
Progressive claim either that the Chief Rabbinate
fails to speak for them or that it fails to bridge
divisions between communal factions. Many in the
middle ground are exasperated that diverse
religious groups within theJewish family refuse
even to talk to each other on a public platform. In
addition, new bodies have emerged, and are still
emerging, which believe that they too should be
able to address the wider society on issues ofJewish
inleresf .

It was concerns such a.s these that prompted the
present attempt to re-examine how theJewish
community pursues its interests in the wider wodd
through its representational activity Howeveq the
Commission has been mindful of the limitations on
such an exercise. In particular, it would not be
appropriate for it to address, nor could it hope to
resolve, the fundamental divisions between different
sections of the communiry to say nothing of the
current lack of dialogue between them. Instead, the
Commission has wrestled with the core
conundrum: how can a community with so many
variegated and sometimes disputatious interest
groups support its representative structures?

How we understand representation
In addressing these questions, the Commission
recognized an important distinction that needs to
be made between internal and external
representation, which are commonly confused.
Internal representation refers to the way in which
the views and opinions ofJewish individuals and
groups on matters affecting the well-being of the
community are expressed and taken into account
by communal institutions. External representation
refers to the actMty carried out by institutions or
individuals when bringing issues ofJewish and



communal concern to British or international
bodies, or when presentin€lJewish views in other
ways.

The importance of internal representation is directly
linked to externa.l representation. People need to
feel that their views are taken into account when
lobbying activity occurs. The mechanisms for
2ggregating views need to work effectively Some
Jews no doubt feel disenfranchised-that is, they
know that decisions being taken by others affect
them but they do not feel that they have the means
of influencing those decisions. Should ways then be
found to canvass the news ofJews who are not
affiliated withJewish organrzations? We found strong
feelings on the above poinls. There was a deep
underlying concern about whether the individuals
and, organizations who speak on behalf of the
communiry actually know whatJews want. There
were further anxieties about whether there arc
opportunities for dissenting views to be expressed,
or whether ways are found to suppress 'awkward'
views.

The problem can be expressed in another way: it
may be that a particular body is seen by the wider
society as effectively representing us, but that many
people in the community feel that that particular
body is not representative o/us. We took external
representation to be our priority, with internal
representation an area of concern only in so far as it
informs and a-ffects the former.

Jews in Britain
Jews in Britain manifest theirJewishness in avaneq,
of ways. SomeJews attend synagogue at all the
prescribed times, keep strictly to the laws of
kasbrut, wear distinctive garb and live in very close
proximity to others of the same persuasion. Other
Jews go to synagogue occasionally or not at all,
attendJewish life-cycle events from time to time, go
to someJewish-related arts programmes or make a
point of watching programmes ofJewish interest on
television. Between these two descriptions, and
beyond them, are a wide range and mix of forms of
Jewish identification. For BririshJews to be able to
express freely the Jewish element of their identity-
whatever that identity comprises-and to play a full
and equal paft in British society certain basic social,
political and legal conditions afe necessary

These conditions did not come about automatically
They were achieved in large mea.sure by challenges
mounted to the status quo by concerned
individuals, organizations and groups. Over the
centuries, Jews have played their part in this

process, defending their right to practise their
religion, striving for social and political equality and
pursuing their interests and concerns with the
relevant authorities. They have done this through
organaations set up (though not exclusively) for
this purpose, or through prominent individuals who
could secure attention or had influence with the
relevant bodies. This activity went hand in hand
with gaining acceptance in British society through
education, Anglicization, acculturation and social
mobility

It is common for an immigrant group to organize
itself to pursue certain collective interests in the
society where it has settled. Clearly groups that
have come to Britain in the decades since the war
have faced a different sociery from seventeenth-
century England, and even from England at the
beginning of the twentieth century when there was
alarge influr ofJews from Eastern Europe and
Russia. As one expert told us, tensions invariably
surface as to who represents the community what
interests are being served by particular
organizations that are created, whether to pursue
the community's concerns by becoming involved in
local politics or to try to influence politics at a
national level, and what kind of organizations
should be created. For all communities and groups,
the process of working out how to organize
themselves and how to represent their interests to
the institutions of British society has been an
organic one. There is no template which suits all
groups, although newer groups of immigrants have
looked at the experience of others for guidance as
to how to achieve what theywant for their
communities.

Over time, the basic rights ofJews were secured.
Jews could stand for Parliament, and with the
passage of the Religious Disabilities Act in 1846
their schools, places of worship, education and
charitable purposes, and the properry held with
them, were made subject to the same laws as
Protestant dissenters from the Church of
England-the only formal, legal reference to the
status of theJewish community in English law (see
Apendix 3). All formal restrictions onJews
participating in British society and occupying
whatever professions they wished were lifted.
Howeveq sinceJews continued to constitute a
unique group and wished to preserue their
traditions, new interests and concerns developed
whichJews pursued within the institutions of
British society In recent decades these have
included the plight of oppressedJews, the welfare
of the state of Israel, antisemitism, terrorist acts, the



prosecution of Nazi war criminals, state support for
Jewish schools and sbecbita (kosher slaughter of
animals).

Representationa I activity
The reasons why organizations and individuals take
up these issues arevaied: to pursue them is
integral to the maintenance ofJewish identiry; to
express concern for fellowJews in other countries;
to defend the community against external threat; to
fulfilthe prophetic role ofJudaism; to fulfil the
imperatives of balacba Qewish law); to attain
certain political objectives which are deemed to be
beneficial to the community; and to maintain the
institutions-particularly social welfare and
educational-of the community

Vhatever the reasons, an enormous amount of
representational activity takes place, as will be
described below As to who it affects, or on whose
behalf it is being done, we have taken a broad view
rwe recognize that there are disagreements as to
what constitutes a 'community'. For the purpose of
our deliberations we have taken theJewish
community to refer to allJews, whether members of
organzations or not, who, if asked, would identiSu
themselves asJews. Not only does representational
activity affectJews who are not necessarily affiliated
to any organuation, but some of this activity (ewish
defence work, for example) is specifically designed
to encompass the needs ofJews who may not
formally see themselves as part of the community
\X/hat this means is that, for the purposes of
representation (and for other purposes too), the
boundaries of communal identiry like those of
one's personal identity can be both permeable and
fluctuating.

The form of representational activirywhich most
people would probably recognize is when
representatives of the community express their
concerns to, or seek action from, a government
minister on an issue deemed important to the
community This can be done through such means
as face-to-face meetings, letters or by presenting a
memotzndum. But this is only one of many ways in
which representation can take place. It can be
directed at various tiers of the government, civil
servants, local government politicians, local
government officials, and at selices financed by
government, such as the National Health Service. It
can also be directed, for o<ample, at television
companies, newspapers, radio stations,

multinational companies, other faiths, international
organtzations and the embassies of foreign
governments.

After surueying the range of activity that exists, we
concluded that representation can broadly be
divided into two forms: (a) advocary or pressure-
group representation, where specific aims are to be
achieved, such as a change in the law on racial
incitement or a shift in government poliry on the
Middle East; (b) education or information, where
aspects ofJewish life are presented-either
deliberately or as a by-product of some other
activity-to the wider society through the media
Qewish and general), the arts, exhibitions and
museums, or by clergy academics and politicians.

Representation can also be subdivided in terms of
target audiences. Broadly speaking, there are those
directing their activity at British institutions, such as
the government, Padiament, the civil service, the
media or local authorities; and those whose targets
are non-British institutions, such as the European
Union, the United Nations, the Israeli government
or international Jewish organizations.z

It is a perfectly legitimate parr of the social and
political fabric for groups to take up their collecrive
concerns with the institutions of British sociery
Moreoveq successive governments have moved
further and further towards positively encouraging
such actMry As an official government report stated
in 1995:

It is a fundamental objective of the UK
government to enable members of ethnic
minorities to participate freely and fully in the
economic, social and public life of the nation,
with all the benefits and responsibilities which
that entails, while still being able ro mainrain rheir
own culture, traditions, language and values.3

otes
Stephen Miller, Marlena Schmool and Antony
Lerman, Social and Political Attitudes of Britisb
Jews: Some Kqt Finclings of tbeJPR Suruey
(-ondon 1996).

2For a more detailed breakdown, see Appendix 1.

3 Home Office, 13tb tlKPeriodic Report to tbe LrN
Committee on tbe Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination Relating to tbe Period up
to 31 July 1994 Qnndon 7995i):'1. Jews are legally
defined as an ethnic group.'



tf For What Sort of British Jewrv ls
Z Representation Being Undertaken?

Overview
\X/hat is the BritishJewish community for which
representation is being undertaken? \X/hat aspects
of BritishJewry impinge most closely on the
representational activities as they are carried out?

The last few decades have witnessed
unprecedented change for BritishJewry parallel to
the changes in British society as a whole. Not the
least of these have been demographic changes.
Statistics compiled by the Community Research
Unit of the Board of Deputies of BdtishJews
indicate that there has been a significant decline in
the estimatedJewish population from the peak it
reached immediately after the waq 430,000, to the
estimate for 7996,283,000.tJews currently make up
less than 0.5 per cent of the UK population.

In order to determine who is affected by
organuations and individuals seeking to represent
the interests of BritishJewry we have taken abroad
view Such a definition, we believe, needs to include
all who self-identify asJews-a group that is
potentialll' affiected by for example, representations
to government seeking changes in the laws against
incitement to racial hatred. Furthermore, the
number of people who would be counted asJewish
from the point of view ofJewish defence and
securiw-as in the case where someone devoid of
Jewish identity and affiliation has a Jewish' name
and becomes the target of an antisemitic incident-
is almost certainly far larger than the Board of
Deputies' population estimate.

Synagogue affiliation
fu the central institution of BritishJewish lifc, the
synagogue and its membership offier key datain
providing an overview of theJewish community
According to the Board of Deputies, whereas
approximately 70 per cent of the population of
283,000Jews are formally linked to a synagogue,
through either personal or family membership, 30
per cent of the population are religiously
una-ffiliated.z

Denominational patterns
Recent research shows that religious life today is

more diverse than it was during the first half of the
twentieth century At that time the central
Orthodox (i.e. predominantly United Synagogue)
dominated the synagogue world: 98.6 per cent of
marriages were solemnized in their s1'nagogues
between 1927 and 7940.In terms of current

membership, British Jews who are affrliated to a
synagogue are currently distributed across the
following groupings:

c 60.7 per cent belong to central Orthodox
synagogues (Ashkenazi and Sephardi);

.27.3 per cent belong to the Progressive sector of
Reform and Liberzl synagogues;

. 10.5 per cent belong to strictly Orthodox (tlaredi)
synagogues;

. 1.5 per cent belong to Masorti (Conservative)
synagogues.3

In recent years the strictly Orthodox or Haredi
communiqr has shown the greatest degree of
growth. In t99B more than 27 per cent of
synagogue marriages were under strictly Orthodox
auspices-a rise that is set against a backdrop of an
overall decline in synagogue marriages in the UK.

Jewish identity
S1'nagogue membership is not necessarily a precise
indicator of religious lifestyle. Overall, one in every
three BritishJewish adults (31 per cent) think of
themselves as 'traditionalJews'. Another 26 per cent
consider themselves to be 'secular', 18 per cent 'just

Jewish', 15 per cent Progressive and 9 per cent are
strictly Orthodox.a

Three out of five (60 per cent) of central Orthodox
synagogue members consider themselves
'traditional' (with the rest ranging from strictly
Orthodox to 'secular'), while of those not affiliated
to a synagogue, 40 per cent consider themselves
'secular'Jews and 32 per cent feel 'justJewish'.:

Yet even uninvolved, religiously unaffiliated Jews
are by no means negative about theJewish
community or about theirJewish origins: 60 per
cent feel they have been influenced by theirJewish
background, nearly always positively An
overwhelming 81 per cent believe that it is
important thatJews survive as a people and 55 per
cent have a moderate or strong attachment to
Israel.

Finally, while the intermarriage rate in Great Britain
is 44 per cent-a phenomenon associated with less
intense levels ofJewish identity-some of those
who have married non-Jews are actively involved in
Jewish life and strongly identifiu asJews. Infact,55
per cent rate themselves 'extremely conscious of
being Jewish' or'quite strongly Jewish', compared
with 84 per cent of single andJewishly married
respondents.



Ethnic character
A distinguishing characteristic of BritishJewry is the
tenuous relationship between ntual observance and
religious faith. In study after study this discrepancy
shows up in data relating to congregational
affiliation, self-identification and actual levels of
religious practice.

The reason for this phenomenon, according to
Stephen Milleqo lies in the fact that BritishJews
identifi, on an ethnic level-with an ethnic group
understood as distinguished, on the one hand, by
religion, culture, language and physical appearuncq
and, on the otheq by a 'subjective feeling of
belonging, of kinship, of a desire for group
continuity and a sense of corporate entity'.r 1t
practice, most BritishJews regard the synagogue as

the only practicable way open to them to identifi,
with and belong to somethingJewish.

Geography
Jews live in all areas of the UK, from Aberdeen tcr

Cornwall and from Belfast to Norwich. Hctweveq
the mainJewish population centre is Greater
London and the contiguous Home Counties-an
arcathat accounts fc>r73 per cent of BritishJewry
or 208,000Jews. Greater Manchester and its
adjacent areas, with 28,000Jews, comprises just
under 10 per cent of the total British Jewish
population. Other signifi cant Jewish populations
can be found in leeds (10,000), Glasgow (5,600),
Brighton and Hove (5,300), Birmingham (,1,000)
and Liverpool (3,800).s

The key facts on population distribution are:

rJews account for approximately 3 per cent of the
total Greater London population;

. the north-west London boroughs of Camden,
Barnet, Brent and Harrow together make up just
under half the LondonJewish population and
slightly less than one third of all Britain'sJews;

. Barnet has the largestJewish population amonFl
the London boroughs (50,000): one in four of all
LondonJews live there and approximately 77 per
cent (one in six) of all Barnet residents areJewish;

. in Hackney 10 per cent of the borough's
population (18,000) is Jewish;

o the London Borough of Redbridge in east l.ondon
has 16,000 Jewish residents.e

Demography
The overalldemographic picture ofJews in the UK
is one characterized by a declining population in

which deaths exceed births by 1,000 per year, and in
which there is a net emigration to Israel and North
America.

TheJewish community is relatively more aged than
the general population. Some 23 per cent of British
Jewry are sxty-five and oveq compared with 16 per
cent of the total population. Towards the other end
of the age spectrum, some 47 per cent of British
Jews are under thirry-five, compared with 48 per
cent of the overall population of England and \X/ales.
Because of the age distribution of theJewish
population, more than half (55 per cenr) are
female.lo

Socio-economic status
British Jews have above-average socio-economic
status, primarily because they are a well-educated
population, with a high proportion of universiry
graduates. In fact, more than half-54 per cent of
working men and 50 per cent of working women-
are in professional occupations. This compares with
the approximately 10 per cent of men and 8 per
cent of women in the general population who have
such work. In addition, among thoseJews aged
eighteen to sixty-four who are econctmically active, a
further 25 per cent of men and 16 per cent of
women are in managerial posts. In terms of
industries, some 16 per cent of the British Jewish
working population are employed in education and
10 per cent are in the medical field.t

Notes
1 Marlena Schmool and Frances Cohen, A Profile of

Bntisb Jewlt Pattents and kends at tbe Tum of
tbe Century (Board of Deputies of British Jews
1998).

2Ibid., p J.
3 lbid., pp 3tr
4 Stephen Miller, Marlena Schmool and Antony

l€rman, Social and Political Attitudes of Britisb
Jeus: Some Key Findings of tbeJPR Suruey
(London 1996)

5Ibid., p 16.

6 Stephen Milleq 'Religious practice andJewish
identity in a sample of LondonJews', inJonathan
Webber (ed.), Jewisb Communities inWestent
Europe (Oxford Cenrre 7995), pp 793-204.

7 Ibid., p 199.
B Schmool and Cohen, AProfile of BritisbJewry,pp

4tr.

9 rbid.
10 rbid.
11rbid.



ln What Kind of Britain ls
Representation Taking Place?

A diverse society
The impact of economic and social change in
Britain has been especially rapid since the Second
Vorld 

.War. 
Ways of life and communities have been

subjected to disruptive internal and external forces.

Britain has become a diverse society in terms of
religion, ethnic oligin, culture and lifestyles. It is a
multicultural society Ethnic, regional and other
differences are increa-singly presented as requiring
not merely toleration but also acknowledgement,
respect, r€sources and representation. Where once
assimilation was seen as the way to achieve social
cohesion, that same social cohesion is now seen a-s

dependent on allowing people to value and
maintain difference.

For the purposes of representation, the most
significant changes are structural, affecting the
various tiers and layers of government to which
Jews have traditionally sought to make
representations. The changes already under way
that are affecting Britain's central political
institutions promise to alter significantly the pattern
oF pou'er, leading to new challenges and
oppor-tunities for representational activity

Reform of the House of Lords
Hereditan' peers who historically supported Jewish
interests but who no longer have seats in the House
ofLords have been one source ofchange in the
representational landscape. Further reform ctf that
chamber could alter the composition of its life-peer
members, among whom are many friends of the
Jervish communirywho speak up forJewish
concerns. Consideration must therefore be given to
the consequences of these reforms for
representation of the interests of the BritishJews.

The Roval Commission, headed by Lord'\!'akeham,
has proposed the appointment of representatives of
faith groups other than those of the establishecl
Church to sit in a reformed second chamber.r The
proposal may be regarded as the first step on the
road to multiple state-sanctioned religious
establishments. These changes also present the
possibility of having state-appointed Jewish religious
representatives who will sit in the House and speak
for theJewish community Regarded by various
sectors, including the Board of Deputies, as likely to
increase tensions within BritishJewry the move is
also seen as potentially leading trt rivalries within
and between other minority groups r,ying for seats

in the newly reformed chamber. Thus the
implications of the House of Iords reform for the
representation of Jewish interests require careful
consideration.

Proportional representation in UK general
elections
The 1998 Report of tbe Independent Commission
on tbe Voting System, chaired by l.ordJenkins,
recommended proportional representation in the
UK electoral system.2 Similar changes have already
taken place in Scotland, in national a-ssembly
elections in Vales and Northern lreland, and for the
European Parliament. If adopted for the UK
Parliament, proportional representation will change
the balance of parties, forcing them to review the
way in which they relate to porenrial and actual
groups of supporters to gain parliamentary seats.
Such a system could open the doors for neo-fascist
and other extremist parties. At the very least, these
changes would force theJewish community to
consider whether it should organize itself differently
on the political level in order to safeguard its
interests.

Devol ution and regionalization
Devolved legislatures are now operating in
Scotland, Wales ancl Northern Ireland.x There is also
some likelihrxrd of further levels of devolutictn that
may provide England with an assembly and/or
regional assemblies. Government offices have
already been established in the designated English
regions, run by civil servants and focusing on
matters of economic regeneration.

The devolution of legislative and governmental
authority in the UK means that the new bodies
now deal with issues a-ffecting ethnic and religious
groups, such as equal opportunities and race
relations. It also means that interest groups in
those jurisdictions are being challenged to develop
new forms and methods of local representational
activity

Some analy.sts believe that devolution may lead to a
heightened nationalism or narrow localism in the
devolved areas, including England, should it be felt
that English identity is not being given its full
weight in the new devolved arrangements. Others
arp4ue that devolution will release tensions which
are better managed within federal frameworks and
that a broader concept of citizenship will need to
be developed together with pluralist attirudes.

*Information with regard to Northcrn Ircland was accurate at time of
€loing to press.



A Scottish Council ofJewish Communities has
already been created to act a.s a coherent voice and
channel to the new parliament in Edinburgh. The
Glasgow Representative Council, which took the
lead role in setting up the Scottish Council ofJewish
Communities, acknowledged that this will result in a
radical change in their relationship with the Board
of Deputies. Similar developments are under way in
the wake of the establishment of the'W'elsh
Assembly

Changes in local government
Changes in local authority boundaries and in the
roles of local government are expected to create
other new challenges for representational activity

According to the Local Government Bill, as

outlined in a \X,'hite Paper published in March 7999
by the Department of the Environment, Thansport
and the Regions (DETR) and disseminated in a
publication called Local Leadersbip, Local Cboice,
the structure of local government throughout
England will change.3 The committee structure will
be replaced by open structures chosen by
municipalities and districts themselves. Through a
consultation process and/or referendum, citizens
will have three basic local governance models from
which to choose:

. a directly elected mayor with a cabinet;

. a cabinet with a leader;

. a directly elected mayor and council manager.

The new structures are designed to 'modernize'
local government throughout England by creating
greater participation and accountability of elected
officials and increased involvement of the business
and the voluntary sectors, in acldition to Flreater
transparency and efficiency overall. While the
number of councillors currently existing in a given
borough or town will remain the same, the way in
which various committees are set up will be subject
to major change. They will no longer be made up
exclusively of councillors. Instead, greater
participation by the public at large will be possible,
with community members being able to volunteer
or asked to sit on committees. This in itself is
designed to increase representation on behalf of
those sectors of the community that are, as of now,
most under-represented: women and
ethnic/religious minorities.

London mayor and Greater London Authority
Major change will occur in London with the
fcrrthcoming creation of the Greater krndon

Authority (GIA), incorporating a directly elected all-
London mayor and a twenty-five-member assembly
for Iondon elected by proportional representation.
The GLAwill have four functioning bodies:
Tiansport for London (TfL), the Iondon
Development Agency (tDA), the London Fire and
Emergenry PlanningAuthority Q,FEPA) and the
Metropolitan Police Authority (MPA) There may
also be departments for areas such as culture which
will have special significance for minority groups.
Given that the va.st majority of BritishJews live in
Iondon, making preparations for pursuing Jewish
interests with the mayor's office and the assembly is
vital. Similar changes are likely to affectJewish
communities in other metropolitan area-s as well.

Closer integration into the European
Union
Over the last few decades successive governments
have signed up to closer integration of Britain in
Europe, thereby making the country subject to
Europe-wide laws and regulations that have to be
adopted for Britain, as well as laws which take
precedence over domestic legislation. Even now on
a whole variety of issues, British interest €lroups
have to take their cases to Europe to lobby
commissioners and members of the European
Parliament. This applies to matters such as the
slaughter of animals, combating racism and the free
movement of p;oods and people.

In the short term, the impact of the EU on the lives
of people living in Britain will intensif,,. No group
will be able to ignore decisions made by the EU
and the need to make representations in Brussels
and Strasburg. A majority of Britons recognize this
growing European influence. According to a recent
MORI poll,44 per cent of the population think that
the European Parliament and European Union will
have the most power over their lives in twenly
years (compared to 22 per cent who chose
Westminster).+

The power of the European Union will increase,
with several likely results. First, since parties with
similar outlooks from different countries tend to
band together as political and voting blocs, British
interests are expected to become increasingly
subject to the ebb and flow of political
manoeuvring, compromise, concession and
manipulation. Second, the appointment of the EU
commissioner with responsibility for external affairs
may also result in more concerted poliry-making in
areas of concern to British Jews, such as the Middle
Ea^st. Finally, enlargement of the EU will result in the
need to be more aware of political and other



developments in countries in Central and Eastern
Europe, where, even in the last few decades, the
treatment of minorities has been less than
exemplary Given this constellation of factors, there
is an urgent need forJews in the UK, as the second
largestJewish community in the EU, to establish,
together with other European communities,
effective representation at the EU level.

The Human Rights Act of 1998
The Human Righs Act incorporates the European
Convention on Human Rights into British law and
will take effect from 2 October 2000. It may have an
impact on the existing law against incitement to
racial hatred and on any future legislation that may
be proposed to deal with racism and antisemitism.

The Act will expand to the public realm the
provisions of Convention Articles 9 artd 74, which
protect'freedom of thought, conscience and
religion', as well as seek to prevent their restriction.
As a result, the Home Office has initiated a project
exploring the possibility of introducing legislation
criminalizing incitement to religious hatred and
discrimination on religious grounds. Because the
Human Righa Act will have direct application to
both individuals and private organrzations operating
in the public sphere, prepamtion by theJewish
community for its incorporation into British law is
imperative.

Enhanced role for voluntary organizations
During the 1970s and 1980s, the political consensus
on the welfare state began to break down. It was
argued that there wa*s a need to involve the
voluntary and commercial sectors in human selice
provision because of the inflexibility of government
bureaucracies. Broad suppoll came from all parts of
the political spectrum and a climate was created in
which the voluntary sector was expected to have a
much increased role in responding to human
needs.

The withdrawal of the state from many areas of
social and economic activity has put increased
pressure on communities to provide for
themselves or to develop coherent policies of
partnership with new state structures. Additional
movement towards privatizing those services once
provided by the welfare state puts pressure on the
voluntary sector to engage in the direct provision
of essential welfare, educational and housing
services previously funded by government
agencies.

The voluntary sector has also come to be seen as a

means of strengthening cMl society-groupings of
like-minded people meeting needs and obligations
in a'public space'dominated by neither the state
nor the market. The sector's organizational entities
are seen as central to civil society and the functions
which the sector appears to perform especially well
are increasingly valued: building 'social capital',
integrating individuals into the wider society,
nurturing trusting relationships, providing
opportunities for self-expression and encouraging
volunteering.

Because the UK'sJewish communities have many
voluntary orgNizations, these trends offer unique
opportunities for forging creative partnerships with
the voluntary sector in general and with
government agencies.

The information revolution and the
knowledge society
The use of the Internet and the dramatic
expansion of information/communication
technology (ICT) pose challenges and
opportunities for dispersed transnational
communities. These developments create multiple
opportunities for British Jewish communities to
share knowledge and interact, both with each
other and within theJewish world.

'On the one hand, the new technology has
transformed the way members of groups and
communities can communicate with each other,
how they make knowledge about their culture or
religion avallable to members of the group (and
others) and even how they maintain a sense of
community On the other, extremists and
antisemites are using the Internet to disseminate
their ideas and to facilitate violent acts. Thus the
same malleability of the Net which makes it a
creative medium for transnational groups can be
turned to potentially harmful purposes which are
difficult to control. if the British government has
no power to act in this area because offensive web-
sites may be located in other countries, it raises
the question of how interest groups can monitoq
respond and make representations on the
problem. In addition, as the Internet has
increasingly become a means through which
representations are made generally, the Jewish
communitywill need to weigh the implication of
this development for the representation of its own
interests.

In terms of information dissemination, education
and public awareness, it is clear from the way that
Jewish groups, orgNtaations and individuals have



already embraced the Internet that many are keenly
aware of its potential.

Notes
7 A Hotse for tbe Future, Royal Commission ctn the

Reform of'the House of Lords, Lord Wakeham,

January 2000.
Z-Repoi of tbe tnctepeiZleqCommission on tbe

Voting System,The Rt. Hon)TordJenkins of

Hillhead, OM, chairman, October 1998.
3 Loccrl Leaclersbip, Local Cboice, Deparrment of

the Environment, Tiansport and the Regions, John
Prescott, 25 March 1999. See also Tbe Sbape of
TbinS4s to Come? Tbe Initial Organizatioi of'tbe
Greater London Autbori4t: A Consultation Paper,
August 1999.

4 Tbe Economist, 6 November 7999, pp 1-78.



^ 
The Current Pattern ofJ+ Representation

Constructing the map
In order to understand the current pattern of
representation and how the interests and concerns
of the community are represented today we
identified those organizations that carry out
representation, together with their main 'target'
audiences. This information was produced in
diagrammatic form, as shown overleaf,'We also
sought and received confirmation from the
organizations themselves as to whether our
understanding of what they do matches their own
definition. (The list of organi:zations, their aims and
objectives, and the areas of interest that they cover
can also be found in Appendir 1.) We have
endeavoured to be as comprehensive as possible
but mav have inadvertently omitted organizations
rvho regard themselves as being involved in
representation.

Explaining the map
The discussion in this section takes as its starting
point the diagram of organtzational representation.
It illustrates in stark relief a multi-faceted, diverse
ancl complex pattern of representational activitv

The diagram includes org4anizations which qualifi, as
being involved in representation according to our
two previous definitions (see p 12) in one of the
two senses: those which take on an advocary or
pressure-group role and aim specifically to
representJewish interests via direct lobbying of
some kind; and those which representJewish
interests by aiming to inform, educate, influence
opinion or simply maintain a presence in the public
space.

On the perimeter of the circle are the targets of
representation, the 'consumers'. The general
targets - government, local authorities, the mass
media, international organnattons, foreign
governments-are placed on the top half of the
perimeter. The Jewish targets - Israel (political,
Israel-Diaspora relations, philanthropic),
international Jewish organizations, European Jewish
organizations, other Diaspora communities - are
placed on the bottom half of the perimeter. Some
of these Jewish targets of representation are bodies
through which BritishJewish interests are brought
together with the interests of other national
communities and of Israel, and which then
represent Jewish interests to certain organizations.
For example, the Board of Deputies is the British
constituent of the'$forld Jewish Congress, which

acts in the name of its affiliatedJewish communities
wodd-wide. Some of these international or
EuropeanJewish organizations seek to lobby or
influence the British government.

The organizations involved in representation are
listed next to their target audiences. Provincial
representative councils also have multiple targets,
but on the local level. Organizations with more than
one target are listed again under that target. Some
organaations appear on only one list; others appear
on many lists. The Board of Deputies and the Chief
Rabbinate appear on many lists, reflectin5l the role
that they seek to play in representingJewish
interests.

Some organizations are notJewish organizations a,s

such, but play a very important role working for
Jewish interests. For instance, the labouq
Conservative and Uberal Democrat Friends of Israel
groups and the Council of Christians andJews.

Representation can range from the very formal-
the Board of Deputies and the Chief Rabbinate-to
the very informal, as a by-product of other
activities - cultural festivals, educational outreach,
museums. This by-product representation, which
operates in what we might broadly call the 'public
space', is clustered separately

In addition, placed outside of the ellipse are three
AmericanJewish organizations which, from time to
time, seek to presentJewish interests to
llovernment and the mass media in Britain: the
Anti-Defamation League, the American Jewish
Committee and the Simon \il/iesenthal Center.
V4-ren these bodies decide to take such action it is
usually on matters relating to antisemitism, Israel or
international terrorism.

The flow of information is not zrlways oneway, from
Jewish source /o external target. Some of the bodies
are consulted by the target audiences for their views
on the interests of theJewish community in relation
to specific subjects. The general media seek out a
range ofJews who are asked (sometimes openly
sometimes by implication) to speak on behalf of
Jews in Britain.

Board of Deputies of British Jews
The Board's ongins date back to 7760; the current
name dates from 1913. A description based on
documentation provided by the current Board can
be found in Appendix 1. A short information leaflet
published by the Board states: 'The Board of
Deputies pft)tects, supports and defends the
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interests, religious rights and customs ofJews and
theJewish community in the United Kingdom and
promotes the development of the BritishJewish
communiry'

In the eyes of many lboth inside and outside of
theJewish communiry), the Board is seen as the
principal (or even by some as the only)
organization undertaking representative fu nctions
in respect of the British Jewish communiry The
present pattern of representation is far more
complex and multi-faceted, involving many
organizations in addition to the Board.
Significantly several of these carry our their own
representative activities 'as principals'while ar the
same time being represented by deputies on the
Board.

Observations
Formal representational bodies are not alone in
addressing their targets. Around each target is
clustered a group of organizations seeking to make
their voices heard, not necessarily in conflict with
the central representative bodies. One of their grear
strengths is their ability to specialize and call upon a
ceftain depth of expertise in their chosen field.
Many specialized organizations are not required to
consult democratically with all of their members, if
they have any Some membership organizations do
not necessarily have to consult their members
before taking action.

A significant number of the key organizations
presentingJewish interests to the wider society are
either new or reformed versions of older bodies.
The Board of Deputies, the Community Securiry
Ti-ust, the t[IA (formerlyJA plusJewish
Continuiry), Jewish Care, JCORE, JPR, V,JR and the
'Wiener Library- all have restructured, relaunched
or changed direction in recent years. New
organizations include the Maimonides Foundation,
the Three Faiths Forum, the Association forJewish
Communal Professionals, the Anne Frank
Educational Tiust, the Holocaust Educational Ti:ust,
the Inter-Parliamentary Council,$ainst
Antisemitism, Scopus, Tzedek and UIIAID.
Naturally this process has had a significant impact
on the older umbrella organnations like the Board
of Deputies, since their voices have to compete
with those of others.

In addition, many of the key new or reformed
bodies do not have memberships or constituencies
to speak of. Some organizations speak directly to
government ministers and senior civil seruants and
are in turn sought out by them. As entirely private

bodies with independent charitable starus, they
require no democratically granted mandate.

The situation was summed up by Israel Finestein in
his analysis of the evolving governance of Anglo-
Jewryt He saw the current pattern ofJewish
organizations, which can be viewed as a dramatic
dilution of what was previously regarded as a
central, exclusive representative role played by the
Board of Deputies, as being a function of the
increasing exercise of influence:

There is now a series of standing de facto power
stl-uctures, each with its own sphere of authority,
public recognition and specialization...The whole
process is marked by enhanced professionalism
in high-profile specialized areas of communal life,
where major private funding and fund-raising are
engaged in by the respective independent
initiators. In such enterprises,'parliamentary'
pnredures and the elected representative
character of the Board are not at a premium.z

Our research has also shown that there are no legal
rights or constraints external to the constitutions of
the Board of Deputies and the United Synagogue
which define, mandate or restrict the scope of the
general representative activity of the Board of
Deputies or the Chief Rabbinate (whether exclusive
or otherwise). In essence then, similar to other
organizations, they are free to define their own roles
at any point in time in the sense of determining
their own aspirations, objectives and method of
operation frrr their own internal domestic purposes.

The proliferation of other Jewish representarive
organizations, the relative ascendance of some of
them, the individual representative structures that
they have developed, and the spheres ofinfluence
and authority that they have established are,
therefore, not in any sense contraventions of, or in
conflict with, any legally sanctioned status quo.
These realities underlie much of the evidence which
we received in our consultation exercise, to which
detailed reference is made in Section 5.

The most prominent organization undertaking its
own representative functions isJewish Care, the
largest body responsible for the welfare seruices of
the communiryJewish Care deals with society at
large without any intermediary

The central organizations concerned with British
Jewry's relationship with Israel occupy a similar
position. \X4-rile the L[tA does not seek or appear ro
need a representational role, organizations



clustered around it have effectively constituted a
pro-Israel lobby ancl have mobilized for this
purpose. Apart from the L[IA, there are other
organizations which seek to influence the Israeli
government and Israeli society in various ways, or
which direct their attention to the British
government or non-British political institutions such
a.s the United Nations. Ad hoc British.Jewish
communal involvement with the Centre Europ6en
Juif d'Information in Brussels is intended partly to
raise matters relating to Israel in the EU.

Additiona I layers of representation
\X,/hile most of the main bodies referred to so far can
claim to speak for sizeable constituencies within the
communiry there are also numerous independent,
specialist and single-issue bodies which zre
routinely approached for their views by the wider
society Many cooperate with the more formal
representational institutions, but some do not. All
have grown in importance in the last ten to fifteen
years.

Finally beyond the organizational field there exists a
range of individua-ls-many of whom do not hold
formal positions with any Jewish orp4anization -who seek to representJewish interests either
privately or in ad hoc association with other groups
or organrzations. This range includes members of
both Houses of Padiament, businessmen, leading
academics, clergy the media and show-business
personalities. By irs very nature, such informal
representational activity is impossible to map
precisely, even as it is important to note in any
description of Jewish representational activity in
Britain.

Europe
One target area which appears to attract relatively
little attention is Europe, even as the decision-
making processes in the European Union forJewish
communities continue to grow in signiflcance. In

this context it should be noted that the Board of
Deputies is affiliated to the EuropeanJewish
Congress (IJC), which represents its affiliated
national Jewish communities' political interests in
Europe, although the EJC has no formal presence in
Brussels.

The societal context
The organizational map illustrates a cross-section of
communal representation. It does not, howeveq
show how things have changed. For example, the
organiza:ions that exist today have er:.ergc,J
through a process of accretion and aclrJ;tion vtw
issues have come to the fore, frequently spawning
representational efforts. Yet, judging by the range
of organizations that currently exists, few issues
seem to be deleted from the communal agenda. It
is easier to create new organizations than to
dismantle old ones which may no longer have a
purpose.

One analysis that was offered to us views this
structure as pafi of a living social dynamic; it reflects
developments in society generally and is not
peculiar to theJewish community Life is becoming
more specialized, more compartmentalized. The
individual can no longer obtain all the informadon
needed to pursue a career, care for family and
manage personal finances from a single source. The
increasing specialization in representation reflects
this social reality-it is a response to the increasing
complexity ofJewish life which is lived in an
increasingly complex sociery

Notes
1 Israel Finestein, A community of paradox: office,

authority and ideas in the changing governance of
Anglo-Jewry', in S. Ilan ltoen (ed.), Jewisb Centers
and Peripheries: Europe betueen America and
Israel 50 Years afier World War II (New
Brunswick, NJ, 1999), p 277.
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Gatherino ldeas:
The Con5u ltation Exercise

The method of consultation
The extensive and comprehensive consultation
exercise outlined in Section 1 produced alarge
quantit,v of evidence, which we have carefully
ocamined and considered. Its pulpose was to
enable as wide a spectrum a-s possible of British
Jewrv to express their views on the subject of
representation.'We trawled for concepts, responses
and reactions. W'e sought a range of perspectives
and perceptions, together with the opinions of
individuals and organizations whose particular
experience, expertise and ideas we believed would
help contribute to our endeavour.

Questionnaire respondents, participants at town
meetings and interuiewees had a great deal to say
about the current situation. Some were fiercely
protective of existing institutions; others were
highlv crjtical of them. Yet throughout this phase of
our investigation, we cliscerned certain recurring
questions, themes and concerns, which serwed as
guides for our further inquiries. rVe listened to ideas
for the reform of the existing representational

ideas that touched on the concepts of
leadership, consultation, professionalism,
networking and coordination, reaching the
unaffi liated, internal, informal and religious
representation, representation abroad and internal
Jewish divisions.

A deliberative process
During more than eighteen months'existence, the
Commission gained unprecedented entry intct
virtually every sector of the community-across the
range of relip4ious, ideological, specialist and
regional bodies. In the course of our deliberations,
ne discovered two things. First, the contentictusness
we often heard about in the public sphere was
conspicuously absent from the consultative process
in which we engaged within the communiry With
few exceptions, interviews and discussions were
held in a constructive atmosphere. Inteliewees and
participants conducted themselves with dignity
derecb eretz (respect) and a willingness to en€aage
in dialog4ue in order to achieve communal ends.
Our obseruations are all the more noteworthy
because the parties we spoke to had next to no
particular knowledge of the conduct of the other
individuals and organizations with whom the
Commission interacted duringits inquiry

Second, even as participants in town meetings or
respondents to the questionnaires openly voiced

their strongly held opinions and expressed their
extensive and occasionally biting critiques of the
cuffent state of representation, we cletected a
collective willingness and an overarching desire-
sometimes with detailed solutions-to remedy
communal ills and to do a better job of having our
separate and collective interests addressed. Thus
the Commission's work was conducted in a positive
and optimistic framework.

The key questions
1 Multiple layers of representation: needless
duplication or strength through diversity?
The explanation and analy.sis in Section 4 revealed
the complex, multi-layered structure of communal
representation, with many organizations and
individuals pursuing the same or similar targets.

Most of those who attended the Commission's
town meetings affirmed thatJews present their
concerns to different bodies for different purposes
and in different ways. The need for representation,
they said, frequently originates with a wicler society
seeking'a'or'the'Jewish view In this connection ir
wa.s recognized that representation is not restricted
to direct lobbying on certain issues or raising
particular concerns with national and kral
institutions. Schools, Jewish radio, Jewish cinema,
museums, exhibitions andJewish pericdicals all play
different roles in representingJews andJudaism to a
wider sociery that many feel is increasingly receptive
to thingsJewish.

Those who answered the questionnaires on behalf
of orgutizations noted how diverse the British
Jewish community has become. They also observed
that this diversity is not reflected in current
representational arrangements. Wder
representation is necessary they said, to meet the
growing needs of a changing BritishJewry

Individual respondents tended to accept the idea
that different groups conduct their own
representation, rea.soning that any person or entity
that purports to speak on all of BritishJewry's
behalf will only be able to speak, at best, for a
majority Many say that representation should be
conducted by a whole range of individuals and
special organaations, and not iust by one body
They should be 'bridge-building', coordinate with
others, conform to high professional standards, be
clear about whom they are representing, be
accountable and judged by their effectiveness.

A picture of diversified representation was further



confirmed in comments from representatives of
organhations actually involved in representation,
many of whom accepted the growing trend towards
specializatio n by organrzations such as Jewish Care,
the Union ofJewish Students, the Community
Security Ttust (CST) and the Haredi or strictly
Orthodox community This multi-faceted portrait
was seen as reflecting the growing trend towards
single-interest-group politics in British society and
the wider world. 'Separate specialist organizations
arise in order to meet the needs that an unwieldy
central body cannot meet' was a typical comment.

Many see the wide mix of representation as a
positive development. As one prominent
businessman put it: '[Representation] is all being
done effectively on the local level or by people
coming together in ad hoc ways. Small is gctctci. You
get people to chip in if they can identify with what
you're doing. Duplication? Mao said: "Iet a
thousand flowers bloom." The market forces say
those who are weak will fail.'And another head of a
charity concerned with Israel said: 'The issue is not
how many representative organuations exist, but if
the overall job of representation is done well.'

2 Should there be one or many voices?
\W.e noted with interest the number of times the
fullowing argument was articulated: 'There are
simply too manyvoices in theJewish community to
create anlthing resembling uniformiry' Others feel
that becauseJews are not a homogeneous ethnic
group, there is no need for one institution to speak
on their behalf

Despite the obvious drawbacks, such views are
often held side by side with a desire for some kind
of collective lobbying. 'I think it would be wonderful
to have one voice representing the communiry but
I think it is unobtainable because of developments
in the community over the last fifty years,' said one
orgnizational head.

Others maintained that there was no need for
centralized representation as long as British Jews
can come together on an issue-by-issue basis-a
modtn operandi particularly suited to work at the
regional and local level. One community activist
clearly articulated this idea as an expression of the
general principle of subsidiarity: 'There isn't any
need for central representation, because it is all
being done effectively on the local level or by
people coming together in ad hoc ways. You
organize yourselves under common interests and
specific issues, forming common policies on
govefnment, on health care, on government aid

and the like.'

One local government official went so far as to
advise: 'Resist the temptation to shoehorn the
representation of your concerns into a single body
Jews have avanety of interests. There should be a
plurality of influential bodies that can legitimately
speak to the interests of the communiry I would
prefer to see a consensual coordinating body The
reason is simple.Jews share avaieqr of interests...
There should be a plurality of influential bodies that
can legitimately speak to the interests of the
community'

Experts from outside theJewish communityput this
situation in perspective. One senior figure in a race
relations body said: 'The more diversity you have,
the harder it becomes for any group to represent
their community's interests.'

A race relations academic who has looked at the
way communities organize themselves told us:
'There are...tensions around who represents which
community and who should represent particular
communities.'Explaining this furtheq he said:
'[within] particular communities there are political
institutions or community institutions that have
developed over the years that can usually be seen a-s

playing some kind of role. But I think the question
is not to see those organizations as representing the
whole communiry They represent a particular
interest, and particular ideas that have come about
over a period of time.' Noq he said, does this
situation put an ethnic or religious community at a
disadvantage: 'I would tend towards the view that
it's not easy to make sure that there is just one
voice for a particular communiry There are bound
to be different voices and different organizations. It
doesn't mean that communities are unable to
exercise any influence on politics-particularly if
they have sufficient forms of political organrzations
within political parties.'

A leading official in one of the major political parties
put a particularly positive gloss on the existence of a
variety ofJewish representation: 'If an interesting
idea comes out of aJewish organization, it will
simply mean that people will be more ready to look
toJewish organizations in general for good idea"s.

It's understandable being protective of funds, but
otherwise competition is a good thing...It isn't like
competitive businesses. We should celebrate the
success of Jewish organizations.'

The demands of the times in which we live loomed
large in arEluments we heard in favour of diverse



representation. An inteliewee involved in Jewish
defence matters said: 'There needs to be
representation by different orgNtzations on
diffierent issues. It would be unhealthy for the
community to have itself represented by one body
on all issues.' A representative of a membership
organization with links abroad argued: 'There can
be a collective voice on core issues, but then there
need to be many organizations which specialize.'An
inteliewee from theJewish media said:
'Competition is a healthy rhing. [We] would like to
see openness, accountability and maximum
transparency' Finally from still another perspective,
we were told: 'In the culture field, a^s elsewhere, we
don't need rigid or static sttltctures; we must allow
for new organizations.'

\(/hen reservations about diverse representation
were expressed they often echoed the view
expressed by one interwiewee active in the area of
informal education: 'There should be different
voices for different area.s, but if there are too many
voices on one topic this could be detrimental.'
Howeveq those who commented on this question
from the point of view of how this diversity is seen
from the outside saw no dangers.

An interfaith professional was unequivocal about
special-interest representation: 'I see no danger in
theJewish community presenting different voices to
the outside world. It is important for the outside
world to acknowledge the pluralirywirhin faiths.'A
journalist on a broadsheet newspaper told us: 'I'd
always try to consult a variety of sources. Not just
the Chief Rabbi or the Board of Deputies. But
sometimes it can be difficult.'A former Home Office
official turned academic also saw some difficulty:
'\il4rere a fragmented community has to be
consulted by government, by the Home Office, it is
a problem both for the community and for the
department.'But he informed us that'open
consultation' has become increa-sing4ly the norm.

Rel ig io us represe ntatio n
The difficulties associared with religious
representation were frequently voiced. One
professional head of a religious institution said: 'It is
neither desirable nor possible to have one religious
voice. There needs tobe a reconstituted, non-
ecclesiastical Board of Deputies which should act in
politically astute manner-even on religious-
issues to suppolt other parts of the communiry'

The strictly Orthodox groups were satisfied with
diverse representation. One official told us: '\l'e
don't need the Board of Deputies to have our voice

more legitimately or effectively heard. rWhen we
need to, we can have the ear of the government
without any intermediary.' Aleading activist involved
in local government said: 'I can tell you, as principal
officer and head of the external affairs committee
[of our orgutizationl , we have contact with the
government and with other Jewish organizations,
and, where appropriate, with organizations beyond
the Jewish community' And a prominent
mainstream Orthodox religious leader well
respected by the Haredi community summed the
situation up this way: 'I don't think you can have
one single, unitarian, formal organaation to cover
the entire scope of communal interests. We have
now a diverse community with diverse
organzational interests, with different social and
religious outlooks.'

W'e noted the weight of the argument that sees
great value in the diversity of voices,
notwithstanding the fact that it can sometimes
cause problems. Hardly anyone expressed this view
without also arguing for substantial reform of some
kind.

Representatives of the Board of Deputies, on the
other hand, argued that there is a desire for 'a
representative body a single address, with which to
communicate [with government ministers and
officials] and which they know will provide a
comprehensive response on behalf of the
community'.

Others also defended, sometimes fiercely the status
quo. A prominent mainstream Orthodox religious
leader said: 'I must say that when it comes to the
defence ofJewish interests, I think fthe Board of
Deputiesl is a remarkably time-weathered and
impressive organization which does its work very
well. It accounts for the fact that theJewish
community hzls influence far beyond its numbers.'
This view was echoed by a senior community figure
involved in representation for many years: 'Rich,
pooq cleveq not clever-it is the voice of the
communiry Therefore it has to be sustained,
supported and helped irrespective of who is
running it.'And yet, he said: 'They cut their own
funding, they cut their own voice, they cut their
own power. They've almost become marginalized.'

Critiques and recommendations abounded. Many
organizational respondents suslested that a central
representative body must be'more broadly
representative','more accountable','truly
consultative','better financed','more professional'
or'democratically run'.



Still others maintained that no central
representative body was needed. They argued that
Jewish interests can be equally well served by 'any
intelligent person with a sense of history well
briefed and having good PR skills', or that issues can
be handled on an'interest-by-interest, organization-
by -o r ganaation bas is' .

3 Do the Jewish media have a role in
representation?
Many segments of the community were concerned
about the place and role of theJewish media in
representation, an opinion that was often linked to
calls for greater diversity and more of a free-market
approach to the dissemination ofJewish views and
information.

In general, respondents acknowledged that the
Jewish media play a significant part in representing
a comprehensive range ofJewish affairs to the wider
world. They are also seen a.s providing a for-um for
discussion andan explanation of issues that are or
need to be pursued with bodies inside and ctutside
theJewish community This was confirmed by
journalists from the national media, one of whom
told us: 'Of all theJewish organizatrons theJewisb
Cbronicle is by far the most prolific, in PR terms.
Every Thursday I'm faxed a copy of the front paple,

with the main stories of the week.'

For these reasons, a wide range of individuals and
organizations in the community while fiercely
advocating the principle of a free press,
nevertheless believe that theJewish media should
address their representational role. Given their
ability to bring the concerns of BritishJewry to the
wider world, many feel that theJewish media
should be as informed about what representation
involves-and means-as theJewish lay leaders,
professionals and individuals who carry it out on a
formal basis.

4 What is the place of informal representation?
Some respondents were critical of individuals who,
by virtue of their personal connections, wealth and
establishment position, can represent Jewish
interests privately Criticism was often indirect, as in
this comment from a leading figure in one of the
religicrus organaations: 'V4ren it comes to cclllective
representation we are not gcxrd. It is not healthy
that the philanthropic organizations and their
leaders also try to represent the communiry
politically There should be representation for the
entire communiry Two approaches to frepresenting
the] community are not enough-money ancl
synagoElue affiliation.'

On the positive side, one professional working on
Holocaust issues said: '\ilre should find ways of
bringing the influential individuals into the
mainstream by speaking to them. They are doing a
valuable job.'

Some argued that the community simply did not
make enough use of people in positions of
influence, or that 'more could be done with people
who do have the ear of people in power'. A similar
view was put by a leading local authority figure: 'The

Jewish rommunity and Jewish organaatl:ons Con't
make effective or wise use ofJews in public
authoritv'And another professional who works with
politicians saicl: 'The community shouldn't lose
sight of the importance of inclividuals of influence
and access. The leadership of fmy political party]
expects me to be able to give them views on
an),thing-from Islamic fundamentalism to
sbecbita.In this sense I am representingJewish
interests to my own party'

5 How is Jewish representation received by its
target audiences?
A multi-faceted community
Those who are outside theJewish community but
work with it, as well as those who are the targets of
representation, also point to the plurality of
representational structures. One professktnal
involved in interfaith work said: 'I would cctnsult
with a whole range of people in theJewish
community, depending on the issue. The Board
would not be my first port of call necessarily' The
BBC told us: 'Notwithstanding the BBC's regard for
the Chief Rabbi, it does not restrict itself to quoting
one or two mainstream sources on a given issue. It
attempts to ensure that there are appropriate
Jewish perspectives on relevant stories. We seek a
cross-sampling of references, what we call a
"portrayal", to give a mk of views and perspectives
and to make sure that what we put on the airwaves
gives an accurate picture of what is going on.'

A religious or ethnic group?
Central government is also aware of the Jewish
community's diversity and multi-dimensionality
One government clepartment told us: 'The simple
truth is that from our point of view, to distinguish
Jews as an ethnic group fromJews as a religious

E;roup just doesn't make sense. We will deal with
Jewish organizations on whatever issue you want to
raise-in other words, on your terms. Our
response will be determinecl on how you regard a
matter, whether as a religious issue or as an ethnic
one.' The Home Office, for example, said they hear
Jewish views through a number of channels,



including the Interfaith Network, the Race Relations
Board, the Board of Deputies and a wide spectrum
of voices from the religious and orgNtizational
communiry This approach was adopted for such
issues as the recent proposed Holocaust
Remembrance Day and the exploration of attitudes
towards legislation against religious discrimination
and incitement to religious hatred in the UK.

'On the religious front,' said one government
official, 'we know that if you deal with the Chief
Rabbi, you must consult with the Reform and
Liberals as well. W'e are sensitive to that. 'W'e also
recognize that there isn't one definitive authoritative
voice in these matters.'

6 When is collective representation necessary?
One representative of a membership organization
with links abroad characteized the issue this way:
'On core issues there can be a collective voice. But
then there need to be many organizations which
specialize.'

Vhen, then, is collective representation warranted?
One magazine editor elaborated: 'The only issues
which require formal representation are security
and antisemitism. On most other issues it would be
an illusion to expect a unified vcice uis-ii-uis the
media. The media are sophisticated enough to seek
r,{ews from all sides of a debate.'

Arguments were also advanced for the need to have
one communal view on certain matters. A leading
figure in the welfare field said: 'There are times
when a collective response to government white
papers-something approximating to a "central
Jewish view"-may be called for, zs the experience
with the 1998 Royal Commission on Long-Term
Care for the Elderly demonstrated.'Another
communal professional told us that the communiry
needs one voice on issues of security

Even sectors of the community that tend to rely on
their own channels of representation took a
practical approach to collective representation. 'Do
I Feel that I need to have an organizaLion represent
me?'asked one Haredi activist who deals with the
government on a regular basis. 'No. But on the
other hand, we do need some kind of basis so

Jewish organizations can come together. The
community is so polarized now. If it is the Board of
Deputies that can bring us together on certain
issues, that's fine. I'm totally pra5lmatic and unfussy'

\X4rat people appeared to want, therefore, on
certain critical issues at least, is a central uiew, not

necessarily a central unitaty body. Moreoveq as it
became clear, in this connection there was
widespread dissatisfaction with current
arrangements. Very few people thought that present
central structures matched up to their views of how
representation should ideally be conducted.

7 ls there a need for more leadership?
The recruitment of leaders was widely considered a
key weakness that needs to be remedied if the
Jewish community is to keep up with the changing
world of representational needs. Some argued that
better leaders could be found by introducing more
democratic means into the'leadership election'
process. They were also concerned by the narrow
demographic profile of the current leadership:
largely oldeq male and wealthy

Many people advocated lay leaders, professionals
and policy heads who are elected to represent the
collective interests of BritishJewry Howeveq many
considered that credibility not the process of
selection, was the issue.

That point was made by another inteliewee in
relation to the wider society: 'The person fmost
non.]ews] accept who representsJudaism will be
the person who is seen as doing that-not
necessarily the person occupying a formal position.
If an organization has at its head a strong,
identifiable, media-friendly, articulate leader -someone who is there for a reasonable period of
time, able to command respect among otherJews
zu-rd able to talk confidently to other leaders and
have a media profile-it will be taken very
seriously'

The impetus for reform: ten suggested
approaches and solutions
In examining the issue of representation and
through our consultation with professionals, lay
leaders, community heads, political activists,
professionals in the wider voluntarl'sector and
various levels of government, an overriding theme
began to emerge. There is a feeling of n:g€ing
concern for the future. To be sure, that concern
cannot be portrayed as a fear of imminent loss of
the hard-earned gains that have been won over the
centuries, or as escalating concern for securiry or
even for the gradual erosion of privileges as a
religious minority Nevertheless, there was a
particular uncertainty born out of an awareness of
the rapid pace of change taking place in the shape
of society and the structure of government, with
few clues as to the new reality that may emerge.
The result is a growing realization that the means of



representation regarded as effective today may not
be adequate in the near future.

Ve also observed that while people were quick to
express their concerns and their sometimes
extensive criticisms of existing representative
stl-uctures, they were less willing, initially to suggest
means, pfocesses, str-uctures and strategies which
m€ht be employed to explore solutions for the
future. \X.4rat the following portion of the evidence
section of our report seeks to do, therefore, is to
reflect some of the concerns we heard, along with
some of the solutions that were offiered-
information that helped inform our own
deliberations.

1 More and better consultation
W'e frequently heard from organizations that central
representative bodies should more adequately
consult, particularly on educational and religious
issues. The most frequent call was for gathering
'more cross-cultural, political and religious views'.
Organnations in the regions expressed their
dissatisfaction with the London-centred nature of
decision-making and consultation.

As an antidote, some respondents generally
recommended'more democracy' without entering
into specifics. One historian we interviewed
explained: 'The democratic deficit in theJewish
communities of the British Isles is so great, there
can be little surprise thatJews display aparhy
towards communal issues and generally feel
excluded and demoralized.'Yet a leading figure in
the wider voluntary sector cautioned that clear lines
of accountability are ultimately more important than
the method of decision-making: 'It isn't the
structure, but the governance that makes a
difference-who you consult with, on what issues
and how often. There is an art to building

through meetings, e-mail,
telephone-and you have to be seen to be doing
that. The extent to which you are considered
representative,'he emphasized, 'is the exlent to
which you have consulted well.'

2 More networking and coordination
More extensive networking and coordination of
representation were also held up as desirable. As
one inteliewer involved in Holocaust
remembrance put it: 'In today's wodd we need
quick reactions and decisions. The way fcrr-ward is
for closer cooperation between organizations.'
AJewish magazine editor told us: 'Ve are not
Iooking fcrr an efficient system of governmenr. \l'e
are looking for a clegree of coordination, which may

be important at the European level when
competing for funds. In fact, we need a structure to
factlitate coordination, where desirable, on specific
issues...Specialist groups/institutions should act on
the basis of their knowledge and by forming
alliances with other bodies on specific concerns
which they share.'

On the networking theme, another communal
professional explained:'Representation is about
creating a web of communications.' Similarly the
head of a Haredi welfare body told us: 'We do a lot
of networking. We joined a consortium, with five
other housing associations, including an Irish one
and anAfrican one, covering all of London...You
can't live in a tunnel.'

Another strictly Orthodox communal professional
seemed to confirm a readiness to join with others
to achieve common goals: 'You have to work with
other people. And you have to be seen doing it.
You're lMng in England, after all, and you're taking
the taxpayers' money We are part of the larger
community'

Some respondents addressed coordination in the
overall context of representation. One Progressive
rabbi wrote: 'The representational stmcture of the
community-and no less the mentalitywhich has
both produced it and been nurtured by it-has
been anachronistic, anomalous and inadequate
throughout all of the past fifty years or more, and
ha-s become increa.singly so. \{4rat I find sadly
lacking are communal self-understanding and self-
respect, especially the pretence that we are a
monolithic rather than a pluralist community and
that we must above all things present a united front
to the outside world. Ve urgently need a structure
which honestly reflects the diversified nature of our
community However, the empha.sis should be not
only on representing the interests of the
community-which is essentially a defensive
concept-but alsct on making a positive and
constructive Jewish contribution to British sociery'

3 More professionalism and strategic planning
Many respondents and interviewees expressed a
demand for a more professional approach to
representation. Good representation was felt to be
not so much about who or what you claim to
represent, but how you elect to carry it out. As a
former MP put ir: 'The power of ftheJewish
communiry's] lobby comes from whether we know
what we are talking about-knowledge and
effectiveness. If that happens rhen we are listened
to.'



The head ofan Israel charity stressed the
importance of professional planning: '\l'e have
learned from experience the power of a good piece
of planning-one that is put forward with strong
local support, with prestige-fronting and in a way
that meets capital or revenue demands-all of
which can be turned into national leverage. The
more coherent and comprehensive our plan is, the
more favourably it will be looked on by the various
governing agencies.'He added that while indMdual
initiatives, or 'entrepreneurship', is to be welcomed,
it is not enough: 'It might be necessary to have
something like a planning unit which would sit
opposite the [appropriate government]
department. You will maximize your leverage more
systematically and efficiently if you make sure it
operates through carefully understood and
coherent channels.'

Haredi groups which conduct their own
representation told us of a similar need for a
professional approach. To illustrate this point, one
inteliewee who had recently returned from a
meeting of the European Conference of Rabbis,
cited seminars covering computer and management
skills, communications, public relations, negotiation,
community and educational development
(including how to deal with local authorities).
Another London-based Haredi leader explained it
this way: '\[e're all professionals, we memo each
other on a regular basis and we meet on an issue-
by-issue, as-needs basis.'

One lobbyist described a need for professional
advocaql what he called 'strategic, policy-directed
public relations: making the best possible case for a
given position to the individuals who are closest to
the shaping of policy and/or lawmaking-and
doing so at the right echelons at the right time'.
Such components might include, he said,
monitoring and intelligence gathering as well as
focusing on parliamentary procedure. There are
pieces of legislation, he suggested, both in the EU
andat W'estminster, like the Human Rights Act, the
Asylum Act and the Holocaust Remembrance Day
proposal, that are entirely legitimate for theJewish
community to be involved in. 'On these and many
other issues we have information to offer, points to
make, and experiences to add-all of which are in
our best self-interest,' he said. Moreover: 'There is a
real need for doing a policy audit on a regular
basis-to see what bills are coming out, what issues
have cropped up the last time around, and to
uncover new directives, such as on sbecbita,
antisemitism or Israel.' In so doing, he said, you
create 'a kind of eady warning system, so you can

more effectively formulate a response or pre-empt
another response'.

4 More representation of the'unaffiliated'
Some respondents felt that those who do not
belong to aJewish group or organzation have no
right to complain about the outcome of a process
from which they have opted out. Many felt ways
should be found to somehow represent the
interests of the entire Jewish community- affi liated
and unaffiliated. This position was bolstered by a
number of individuals who feel that the unaffiliated
are excluded from the communitv on financial
grounds.

\X4rile most organizations acknowledge the
challenge of canvassing the views of this segment of
the community some concrete suggestions were
tracking opinions in letters to the editor ofJewish
publications, polling at events which attract people
outside the traditional affiliation mainstream, using
the Internet. Other suggestions included allocating
places for individuals on the representative bodies,
holding regular public meetings of such bodies and
establishing a Jewish Community Relations Council,
which would include the unaffiliated.

5 Accounting for informal representation
Many interviewees believe informal representation
has its advantages as well as disadvantages. On the
positive side, it can add value to representation
through the activity of individuals who might not
othelwise be in a position to act formally on behalf
of the community but in fact are in a position to do
so and to have their voices heard. It is also
important atatime when more formal channels of
representation are achieving litde. On the negative
side, the influence of private individuals may
undermine communal consensus, or give the
impression that leadership in theJewish community
is purely a matter of wealth, status and access.

It is also widely held that individuals who work
privately and in an ad hoc fashion representing the
interests of the community clearly form an
important part of the representational structure.

Moreover, many organ izational leaders believe that
it would benefit the entire community if those who
conduct informal representation were part of an
ongoing dialogue with the organizarions officially
undertaking4 this work. This would not limit anyone
but would rather ensure that they request briefings
and are better informed about what representation
on major issues is already taking place, thereby
avoiding duplication.



Furthermore, it was suggested that a more
effective, reformed structure would make it
possible for a dialogue to develop berween the
organizations and the individuals involved in such
informal representation because the general image
and the culture of .formal representation will
improve.

Finally it was posited that those who are involved in
this activity and continue to representJewish
interests informally should be encouraged to
receive some kind of leadership development in
order to inform themselves as to the agreed
priorities of the community and the agreed policies
where they exist.

6 More attention to new layers of
representation
Local and regtonal tters
A top official emphasized a growing need for a new
expertise in identifizing new targets of
representation:'The present Jewish communal
leadership does not comprehend the processes that
exist between the layers of government-from the
planning process all the way down to the details of
how legislation works. This is even more important
when you look at the restructuring that is going to
take place on the local, regional and l.ondon levels
in the coming months.'An additional issue to be
faced, said the official, is that 'locally and in the
South-East and London area, there is no mechanism
available on the borough or county level to
represent theJewish community or to make the
needs ofJewish communities felt. There is no
coherent way forJews to communicate with their
local authonties.'

Europe
Many see positive challenges for British Jews arising
from developments within the European Union,
especially in connection with otherJewish
communities in Europe. '\Yv4rat we have to do is
start looking at the overall picture instead of what
appear to be these piecemeal effiorts designed to
benefit one party or the other', said one
organizational leader active in Europe. 'The
question is, how do you rebuild Europe?'What will
have a long-term effect onJewish life?'What takes
priority, the renovation of cemeteries or the
building ofJewish schools?' He added: 'TheJewish
community in UK has always play,ed a major civic
role. W'e have leading members in the House of
Lords, in Parliament-more so than any other
European communiry For these and other reasons
we are well placed to take alead in the new Europe.
Unfortunately theJewish lay leaders in this country

have not quite woken up to this realiry Ther. are at
heart very British and tend to take on all the
attributes that go hand in hand with living on an
island. The feeling of responsibility for Europe has
never quite sunk in.'

Others, howeveq see the need for pa,ving attention
to Europe because it is a source of potential
problems forJews. As one prominent businessman
told us: 'Once you enter into the European market
you have a democratically deficient process, s-here
it will be much harder to have our voices heard or
where other voices are antagonistic to us. The
dangerwith Europe is this:what if theJeu'ish voice
dissipates and in ten years is replaced bv voices that
are not sympathetic to our pleadings? Interests that
are dominated by environmental concerns, s'elfare
rights, ecological rights. Jewish interests will be seen
as subversive or at least unsympathetic to these
larger universalistic trends. About sbecbita thev will
say: "You shouldn't be killing animals in this rvav"
And then there is circumcision. In a single market,
our individual, cultural needs will be challenged.
You have nowhere near the democratic process you
have here. In the UKwe have an effectiveJervish
lobby on sbecbita.In Europe, we don't have
an),'thing.'

.^
\<- ffepresentation abroad

-As for representation to targets abroad, at town
meetings there was an understanding of the need
to represent British Jewish interests to international
Jewish organizations on such issues as restitution of
Jewish property and other assets. While individual
respondents feel that BritishJewry does and should
represent such interests, they also recognize that
this activity is being carried out by a vanety of
specialist organizations, groups and individuals.
Many creative proposals were put forward about
how views could be presented: at international
conferences, via regular reports to international
bodies, through the international media. In terms of
overall coordination, a number of interuiewees
argued that this function was already carried out by
the Board of Deputies. Suggestions in this area were
variations on the theme of 'one central body doing
international representation' or 'very few bodies in
coopefation'.

I sra el - D ias pora re lations
On Israel, the question of representation took two
forms, stemming from the following questions
posed by the Commission in the course of its
inquiries :'Should British Jewish interests be
presented to Israel in relation to its general
policies?' and'Should British Jewish interests be



presented to Israel in relation to Israel-Diaspora
relationsi,'

\Xhile an overwhelming maloriry of respondents
answered 'yes' to both queries, the topics for
representation wefe varied. For example, there was
no great appetite for BritishJervish representative
bodies to take political positions uis-d-uis Israeli
government policies, from either an ideological or a
geopolitical perspective. Some felt that single-issue
groups should be free to do as they wished in
representing their views on Israel through a variety
of means; others felt that there should be no public
cnticism of the government of Israel-an argument
which has been made repeatedly for many years in
the community However, in the event that issues of
concern did arise, it was felt that the proper channel
of communication should be through the Israel
Embassy viaa'central body'such as the Board of
Deputies, or by means of special-interest bodies and
Zionist organtzations, which would then
communicate their concerns via corresponding
channels in Israel.

As a corollary with the recognition of Israel's
success in advancing its own interests in the
international arena, a majority felt that it is the role
of the embassy or the foreign ministry to handle
matters of national concern, As a result, extremely
few respondents felt that BritishJewry should
regularly make representations to the British
government on Israel's behalf. A consequence of
this tendency was the phasing out of the British
Israel Public Affairs Committee (or BIPAC) in 7999.

Regarding 'intra-Jewish' issues a-s they affect
DiasporaJewry-issues such as 'who is aJew',
conversion clr immigration ancl the law of Return-
the existence of conflicting opiniclns was
recognized. It was widely felt that single-issue
interest groups should be free to do as they wish in
representing their views on such deeply feltJewish
concerns by a variety of means to the Israelis
clirectly

7 Taking internal divisions into account
Interspersed with the areas of external
representation that inteliewees and respondents
described as prime candidates for reform, there
were the problems of internal division. By and
large, howevet to the outside targets of
representation, those clivisions are unimportant
and are viewed in their context. One fctrmer BBC
producer told us: 'The community's problems are
internal and do not generally affect its
representative effectiveness.'

However, some organ tzational respondents
maintained that internal divisions and arguments
hamper the presentation ofJewish views to the
wider society: 'it dissipates our communal energies'
and leads to a'lack of credibility'; it'provides an
excuse for the interests of the Jewish community to
be ignored'; 'unless we speak with one voice as a
community we may become marginalized'. But
even some of those expressing such views did not
feel it had to be that way as long as in-house
debates are kept in-house: they should not
undermine theJewish community's standing in the
wider world. And others felt that fractiousness need
not be a deterrent for 'getting the lob done' on
issues of mutual concern. Multiple voices, it was
argued, are merely a reflection of those that cxist in
the cultural matrix that characterizes the British
community atlarge.

8 Changing roles for religious authorities
Many affirmed that the Chief Rabbi has a high
media profile and is seen by most outsiders as the
face of the community. The broadcast media and
religion correspondents from the broadsheets
confirmed this view when they told us: 'He is
regarded a^s a primary news source and
spokesperson on issues and affairs relating to
BritishJewry lHe] is a known entit), especially for
the media, and what happens to him is of news
interest.' But indMdual correspondents generally
said that he represents only part of British
Jewry

One Haredi official pointed to the pitzuls of having
others speak for his community's interests-
particulady since they are not represented in the
Board of Deputies. 'Most of those in the secular
world do not have any real familiaritywith the
Haredi communitv Because of that, they end up
misrepresenting our interests. That is why we have
formed our own representative structures.' Another
said: 'There is this idea thatjews need a lever and a
representative to speak for them. But how can I
have someone speak for me if they don't speak in
the manner I want them to speak? The right wing
hzs its own sbecbita, its own burial societies. For the
most part, we work around the Chief Rabbi's Office
and the Board of Deputies, where possible. On the
issue of sbecbita and the effctrts of the European
Community to ban it, for example, we work more
closely with the Antwerp Jewish community than
anyone else.'

Regarding the Board of Deputies, one prominenr
lay leacler said: All of us in the non-Orthodox sector
are clelegitimnedby having only two ecclesiastical



authorities [the Sephardi Haham and the Chief
Rabbil. The solution? Give the Board the
constitutional authority to consult with each
religious group, putting all the religious
communities on the same footing. Even so, an
overarching structure such as the Board should not
be the exclusive means of representing Liberal
Jewish interests.'

Progressives were not alone in expressing doubts
about the links between the Board of Deputies and
certain religious authorities. One Haredi leader told
us: 'V/hen it comes to the subject of sbecbita,we
a.lso have a representative on the National Council
of Shechita Boards. V4rere there is a shared
ideology or where there are common interests, we
don't mind working together. The problem is, we
don't want to have official relations with an official
Reform representative or with someone from the
Reform clergy'He continued: 'In these and other
matters, it is certain that we wouldn't go to the
Board of Deputies to represent our interests. In
each case we prefer to do it on our own. If the
Board were a totally secular organization, yes, that
would be a separate matter. If everyone from the
community sent lay representatives, we could sit
arouncl the same table. fu it is structured now we
cannot. But even in that case, we would have to be
absolutely certain that our interests were being
heard.'

9 Employing new ideas, new thinking
Some of the most stimulating parts of our inquiry
came with the diversity of thinking that emerged in
the pursuit of new solutions to issues of
representation. For a sneable cross-section of
respondents and interviewees, some kind of new
instrumentality or process was needed to meet
what many saw as a need for better leadership,
more coordination and a more professional
approach to representation. In addition, they
posited, this new structure (for lack of a better
term) would also be better equipped to respond ro
the new issues and new ideas appeanng on the
horizon.

Said one professional lobbyist: 'There needs to be
some apparatus in theJewish community that can
assess the issues on a policy level and see what
needs to be taken on board proactively-
something which the BritishJewish community for
reasons thatme perhaps psychological and
historical, is not in the habit of doing. As aJewish
communitywe need to be employing the tools of
the trade in order to get our message across and,
ultimately, to best protect our interests.'

Communal self-definitions: UK Jews as a religious
or an ethnic group?
There was substantial consensus regarding the
targets of representation : international, national,
local and voluntary-sector institutions and
organizations. More varied comments related to
how these tafgets should be addressed, and on
what basis theJewish community speaks to rhem,
As one respondent wrote: 'Governmental and non-
governmental organizations are now vien-ing goups
in ethnic terms-in order to determine allocation
of resources, including time, space and
representation. \fle are a demographic group that
needs representation in order to compete for ever-
dwindling resources. W'e need to reassess our self-
description as an "ethnic group" for governntent
funding purposes and for rea.listic purposes.
Shrinking community means shrinking funds. ancl
currently we are footing the bill for the lion's share
of social seruices.'

This was also the view of one executive at the BBC,
who noted that'as a multicultural sociery religious
and ethnic consideratictns have become increasingly
important. That means we must seek to do a good
job on issues that matter to people-and that
includes Jews, because the BBC sees Jews as both a
religious andan ethnic communiry'

Should we then be addressing government and
other bodies as an ethnic group? This question
became particularly salient when we consulted
constitutional experts who believe that if the version
of proportional representation proposed b,v the
Jenkins Commissiont is introduced, sctme ethnic
groups will acquire increased representation in
Parliament.

Noteworthy too was the obseruation that significant
sectors of the Haredi communiry see no problem
with adopting this description. As the head of a
strictly Orthodox welfare organnation told us: At
some point there was the issue of meeting criteria
as an ethnic minority in the eyes of the housing
corporation. According to the Housing Act you are
an ethnic group if you have your own language,
your own culture, your own distinctive clothing
and are easily definable by those characteristics. For
us there was no discussion.'At the other end of the
religious spectrum, another interviewee, involved
in informal education, said: 'YoungerJews are
happier seeing themselves ethnically W'e are part of
multi-ethnic Britain and see things differendy
because of it.'

Several indMdual respondents argued in favour of



the ethnic designation in connection with the reality
of the UK as a multi-ethnic, multicultural sociery
Since beingJewish means being different from the
rest of society they said, and with Britain's growing
diversity and acceptance of minorities, it is more
important than ever for theJewish view to be heard.
An interviewee who works with MPs said: '\l'e ought
to play alarger role in the wider society if we expect
to be a part of it. Our current organnations are not
structured to look after the broader things, but are
inevitably str-uctured to look after individual issues.'

Our consultations with governmental third parties
confirmed some of the above trends. Several ke1,
targets, for example, are ready to seeJews as part of
the multi-ethnic context. The NHS, for one, has
become increasingly aware of the needs of ethnic
communities, and especially how they may selve
them in an unbiased manner. In the past, Jewish
interests as they relate to the NHS have not
emerged as an area in particular need of attention.
Howeveq the NHS's New Electronic Library of
Health currently being compiled may help to
ensure more awareness about the needs ofJews in
relation to such issues as pregnanql old age,
genetic testing and circumcision.

The central element of these ideas and issues is that
they are future-oriented. They call for the
community's representative stmctures to be able to
think and plan ahead. One inteffiewee said: 'The
community needs to think seriously about planning
for the future in a similar way to that of local
authorities-less emphasis on buildings, more
emphasis on professional personnel, a concerted
effoft invested in planning data.'

10 Considering radical proposals for overall
reform
In looking at ways respondents and interwiewees
believed that representation should be carried out,
we were open to ideas for radical, far-reaching
proposals for overall reform.

\X/hile some wanted only reform of existing
institutions, others were ready to propose creating
something entirely new Other ideas were a national
annual issues conference, a nationalJewish
Community Relations Council, and the creation of a
Jewish civil service with a salary stmcture and career
ladder.

V4rat many of the broader reform proposals had in

common was a desire for a new framework of some
kind in which the many organzations involved in
representation could come together to coordinate
and cooperate where appropriate. For example, a
key figure inJewish defence work said: 'Vhat's
needed is some sor[ of council that would unite
some oithe agencies, the Board and various
religious groupings, without too much bureaucracy
underneath it.' Another proposal, from a Jewish
media person, argued for a 'talking shop which is
smaller and more representative which could
channel communication and then larger meetings
with institutes and a community-wide agenda'.
From the Progressive community came the idea of a
central address, 'a single, effective and neutral place
for contact and consultation'.

A Haredi leader offered his own example: 'I'm
convinced that the same kind of organzation could
work for the entire community-from strictly
Orthodox to Reform, on common interests such as

antisemitism, sbecbita, bio-ethical issues, whether
we should take a lead on Kosovo. The fact of life is,
you need people to come together on critical issues
when the occasion warrants it.'

A leading lay leader in social welfare proposed two
possible models. First: 'Hold an annual convention
that would draw in representatives from around
the country and at which you would elect various
committees, like at apafiy conference.'And
second, he suglested an alternative model: 'The
president, one of the great and the good, would
preside over an organization made up of leading
communal heads. This bodywould meet a few
times a year with the people who actually run the
communal otganizations, to consult on strategies
and common interests and concerns. It would be a
much more consultative, professional and
representative body'

The Conference of Presidents of MajorAmerican
Jewish Organizations is similar to this latter
proposal. A leading rabbi from the Sephardi
community suggested that, since we have a lot to
learn from the vibrancy of the AmericanJewish
community such a model might be appropriate for
the UK.

Notes
7 Report of tbe Independent Commission on tbe

Voting System,The Rt. Hon. LordJenkins of
Hillhead, OM, chairman, October 1998.



Appendix 1: Jewish Communal
Oiganizations Engaged in
Representation

A descriptive overview
This is a comprehensive, but not exhaustive, list of
organzations involved in varying degrees of
representation ofJewish interests to the British
government, local and educational authorities,
health and social selices, and other agencies, as

well as to the wider society The areas of
representation contained in this list are based on
the infcrrmation supplied by the organizations
themselves in written consultation with the
Commission. They have been drawn from
submissions by individuals and organizations who
responded to the Commission's written
questionnaire or who participated in the town
meetings.

The descriptions are also based on the listings in
the 7999 edition of Tbe Jewisb Year Book Qty
permission of the publishers, Vallentine Mitchell, in
asscriation with the Jeuisb C bronic le:) . The sections
are listed thematically Organizations are listed in
alphabetical order.

Representative orga n izations
Central
The Board of Deputies of BritishJews is the
elected representative body of the BritishJewish
community which conveys the views of the
community to government and other public bodies
on political and legislative matters which affect
BritishJewry and provides information about the
Jewish community and Israel to the non-Jewish
world. The Board examines legislative proposals in
Britain and the European Union which may affect
Jews, and ensures the political defence of the
communiry It collects statistical and demographic
information and undertakes research on and for the
communiry It counters bias in the media and
ensures thatJews enjoy the full rights of all British
citizens.

The Board plays a coordinating role in key issues
affecting theJewish community and promotes
cooperation among different groups within the
community The ba"sis of the Board's representation
is primarily s1'nagogal, although the body itself ha-s

no religious affiliations. All properly constituted
synagogues in Great Britain are entitled to
representation, as are other significant communal
organizatic:ns, such as the Regional Representative
Councils, youth organizations and other communal
bodies, including malor charities.

Regional
Berkshire Jewish Representative Council
Bournemouth Jewish Representative Council
Brighton and Hove Jewish Representative

Council
Bristol Jewish I iaison Committee
Cardiff Jewish Representative Council
Glasgow Representative Council*
Hull Jewish Representative Council*
Jewish Representative Council of Gneater

Manchester and Region*
Leeds Jewish Representative Council*
Merseyside Jewish Representative Council*
Nottingham Representative Council
Redbridge and District Jewish Comrnunity

Council
Representative Council of Birmingham and

MidlandJewry
Representative Council of North EastJewryx
Scottish Council of Jewish Comrnunitiesx
Sheffield Jewish Representative Council*
Southend and District Jewish Representative

Council
Southport Jewish Representative Council*

The role of the Representative Councils is to
represent theJewish communities 1oca111' on anv
matters on which aJewish view is sought or br.
which the community is affected. The Councils alscr
play a coordinating role and provide a forum for
Jewish groups and organizations in the region. The
Representative Councils that are members of tl-re
Board of Deputies (*) represent their communiries
there. The Scottish and the Cardiff Councils have
become the sole representatives of their
communities to the devolved legislative bodies of
Scotland and Wales respective$

\X4rile the actMties of local Representative Councils
vaql broadly they include combating antisemirism,
communal security, support for social welfare
programmes, participation in interfaith comnrittees
and involvement in local authority work related to
Jewish concerns. The range of issues with which the
Representative Councils concern themselves on a
local level includes religion, education, social
welfare, politics, justice zurd civil rights.

Religious organ izations
The Chief Rabbinate has developed historically
from the post of the Rabbi of the Ahkenazi Great
Synagogue in London. The official designation is the
Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of
the Commonwealth.

The Chief Rabbi has the responsibiliry in all



congregations accepting his jurisdiction, for
authorizing marriages and for the certification of
rabbis, ministers and officiants. He authorizes the
certi-fication of kasbrut (ewish dietary laws) and the
licensing of caterers. He holds titular responsibiliry
for the work of the committee granting ceftificates
for mohelim (ritual circumcisers). The Chief Rabbi
is the Head (Au Betb Din) of the l.ondon Beth Din
and ut ecclesiastical authority of the Board of
Deputies. He is the Chairman of the Rabbinical
Commission for the Licensing of Shochetim
(established in accordance with the Velfare of
Animals Regulations 1995). He is also a president of
the Council of Christians andJews and several
interfaith organizations.

The range of issues with which the Chief Rabbinate
concerns itself includes religion, education, social
welfare, politics, justice and civil rights.

TheAssembly of Masorti Synagogues comprises
twelve congregations throughout the UK. Masorti
ideology is a synthesis of traditional practice and
contemporary critical-minded thinking. Rabbi Dr
louis Jacobs is the spiritual guide of the Masorti
movement. The movement's concerns include
Jewish literacy and a critical/ltistorical approach to
Jewish life; inter-communa"l harmony in Anglo-
Jewry; community representation.

The Federation of Synagogues comprises
fourteen constituent syna€logues and twenty
affiliated congregations situated in most parts of
Greater London. The Federation aims to provide
the services of Orthodox rabbis, ministers and
dayanim (balacbic judges); the seryices of a burial
society; to assist synagogues in the erectictn,
reconstruction or refi:rbishing of their houses of
worship; to assist in the maintenance of Orthodox
religkrus instruction in Talmud Torahs and Yeshivot;
to obtain and maintain kasbrut; to support
charitable and philanthropic works and to further
the progress of Israel.

The Reform Synagogues of Great Britain
(RSGB) have seventeen ('onstituent synagogues in
the Greater london area utd twenty-four in the
provinces. Their aims are to promote a living
Judaism, to interpret the Torah in accordance with
the spirit and needs of the present generation and,
through a positive, constftictive and progressive
view ofJewish tradition, to raise and maintain a high
standard ofJewish religious life throughour rhe
country

The Sephardi community is composed of the

Spanish and Portuguese congregations and other
Sephardi communities originating primarily in the
Middle East and North Africa. The two components
have amodus uiuendi but no formal association.
The Spanish and PortugueseJews' Congregarktn
ha"s three constituent synagogues in the London
areaand one in Ramsgate, and it enjctys close links
with other Sephardi synagogues in ktndon and
Manchester The total number of Sephardi
conElregations is approxmately fifteen.

Sephardi institutions in the UK include the
Sephardi Beth Din, the Burial Society, the
Welfare Board, Sephardi Kashrut Authority
and the Sephardi Centre.

The Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues (ULPS) was founded for the
advancement of LiberalJudaism and to establish
congregations, groups and religious schools based
on LiberalJewish principles. There are fourteen
constituent syna5logues listed within the Greater
London area and a further nineteen in the UK,
Ireland and Ltxembourg.

The ULPS concerns include civil nghts issues in
Israel, women's rights, wodd emergencies,
economic justlce and rvorld debt elimination.

The Union of Orthodox Hebrew
Congregations (UOHC) was established as an
independent community to protect traditional
HarediJudaism. There are presently sixty affiliatecl
synagogues, Ashkenazi and Sephardi, representing
approximately 7,000 members.

The UOHC concerns itself with all religious issues,
private or communal, from birth to burial-
conversion, marriage, divorce, sbecbita and
education-including pre-school and adult
education. It operates Kedassia, which is an
internationally recognize d kasbrut supervisory
organization. It supports and represents its member
organaations and institutions at local and
government levels on issues of education and social
welfare, including special needs provision, elderly
care, health, disability and family support.

The United SSmagogue (US) is the mainsrream
Orthodox body and the largest synagogal grouping
in the UK: there are forty-two constituents of the US
and twenty-four affiliated synagogues. The work of
the US is carried out by three divisions: Religious
Affairs, Community Seruices and Central Services. Its
actMties include the Youth and Community Seryice
Committee and theVisitation Committee, which



arranges visitation ofJewish inmates of hospitals,
prisons and other public institutions. The US bears
financial responsibility for the Beth Din Court of the
Chief Rabbinate Ntd plays a part in the work of the
Jewish Committee for HM Forces. It deals with a
wide range of issues through the Office of the Chief
Rabbi.

The range of issues with which synagogal bodies
concern themselves includes religion, education,
social welfare, politics, justice and cMl rights.

Other religious bodies
The National Council of Shechita Boards
centralizes information on all matters relating to the
performance and administration of kosher slaughter
and acts as a liaison between all sbecbita boards and
the various ministries and organizations affecting
shecbita and the kosher meatand poultry industry
throughout the UK and abroad.

Welfare organizations
The Association ofJewish Communal
Professionals (AJCP) aims to enhance the
standing of the communal professionals,
representing their needs and interests, improving
professional practice and providing a forum for
professionals to discuss common issues and a
resource for relevant information.

The Association ofJewish Refugees of Great
Britain (.\JR Charitable Tlrrst) aims to assist

Jewish refugees from Nazi oppression and their
primarily Central European families by providing
regular support for the needy, weekly advice
sessions, a day cenlre, sheltered accommodation,
financial aid for a number of residential homes for
the aged, meals-on-wheels and selices of a team of
social workers and volunteers.

Bfumingham Jewish Community Care provides
residential and nursing services, sheltered housing,
a day centre, meals-on-wheels, and general welfare
and social selices for the communiry

Holocaust surwivors' groups such as the 45 Aid
Society, consist of sulivors who came to Britain in
7945 and others who immigrated subsequently
They help members as well as others in need, and
concern themselves with furthering Holocaust
education and awareness in the wider sociery

The Intedink Foundation provides support,
information, training and representation for the
OrthodoxJewish voluntary sector. Based in
Stamford Hill, London,the organaation works

closely with the Union of Orthodox Hebrevn'
Congregations and the Commision on the Voluntary
Sector to represent the needs of the strictlv
OrthodoxJewish communiry

Jewish Care is the largestJewish social sen'ices
c>rgartization in the UK. With over fifty centres
spread throughout London and south-east England,
it offers care through an extensive network of
setwices for elderly mentally ill, physicallv disabled
and visually impaired people, as well as for those
who are unemployed and survivors of the
Holocaust.

Seruices are provided for over 6,000 individuals
and/or their families. Resources include resiclential
and nursing homes, mental after-care hostels and
group homes, communiry centres, special darcare
centres, home care and social work teams, and
kosher meals-on-wheels. Jewish Care emplor-s o\/er
1,200 people and works in partnership with neady
3,000 volunteers in areas such a.s social sen'ice
issues primarily relating to old age, health, disability
family support and youth selices.

Jewish Care Scotland in partnership with East
Renfrewshire Council, provides social wor-k sen"ices
to r,ulnerable individuals and families within the
Jewish community Services include dementia- and
day-care, lunch clubs, meals-on-wheels, w'elfare
rights advice, counselling and befriending.

There are otherJewish welfare organizations in
Scotland such as Cosgrove Care, which cares for
people with learning disabilities, and theJewish
Blind Society, which cares for the blind, paniallr'
sighted and physically disabled.

TheJewish Welfare Board, Nottingham, sorks
in collaboration with the Women's Benevolent
Society and the Nottingham Jewish Housing
Association to provide a wide range of care for the
elderly, the disabled and the needy

TheJewish Welfare Council, Liverpool, aims to
relieve poverty and deprivation in the Merseyside

Jewish community It provides administrative
serwices to local communal organizations, and
welfare and social selices to individuals, families
and groups, such as meals-on-wheels and supporl
for carers and for people with mental health
problems or disabilities.

LeedsJewish Welfare Board provides a
comprehensive mnge of social services, aiming to
ensure that the needs of the Leeds Jewish



community are met through core seiwices, such as

residential care for learning-disabled people
transferred from Meanwood Park Hospital, home
care for the elderly child-care for children at risk
and social selices for people suffering from mental
health problems.

ManchesterJewish Community Care provides a
day centre and social work seruices for visually and
physically handicapped and isolated elderly people.
The organization liaises with the local authoriry on
funding, the social selices department on
provision of services and the benefit agency to help
ensure that people under its care get the benefits
due to them.

ManchesterJewish Federation seeks to provide
and facilitate social welfare services which ensure
that all sections of the Jewish community of Greater
Manchester have access to religiously and culturally
sensitive support. The organzations' serwices are
recognized and approved by way of contracts
funded by the local authorities and health selices.
They include carers' support, both group and one-
to-one support, with a twenty-four-hour informarion
line and special events for carers; Project Smile, a
home-based respite selice for parents with a child
who has a disability; social work, community care
assessment and support to adults and children; a
communitv centre for people with mental health
needs; volunteers,4refriending for elderly and
isolated individuals; luncheon clubs, a dav centre
where people can meet and enjoy a hot meal;
flnancial and material assistance.

The National Network ofJewish Housing
Associations is an umbrella organization forJewish
professionals in the housing sector which acts as an
information exchange, provides training and
encourages good practice.

Nightingale is a dual-registered home for the
elderly providing both residential and nursing care.
It also manages sheltered housing for elderlyJewish
members of the community on a neighbouring site.
Nightingale offers care to older people from
anlwhere in the UK. This ranges from sheltered
housing and shon-term respite care through to
specialized dementia and Alzheimer's care.

North-East Jewish Community Services,
Newcastle, integrates all community serwices for
the elderly for people with mobility problems and
for those with other care needs in the area.

Norwood Ravenswood is the largestJewish child

and family selice in the UK, working with over
6,000 people every year. Serwices include
counselling and support to children and their
families. Also community seruices for people with
learning disabilities and their families. Residential
selices including an adolescent unit, semi-
independent bed-sits, a respite care house, a
network of community homes and Ravenswood
Village. Day services and respite care are also
provided, a-s well as special educational needs
selice, Binoh and an activity-based serwice for
young Jewish deaf people.

Norwood Ravenswood concerns itself with
special-needs education and social selice issues,
including care for the elderly, health, disabiliry
family support and youth selices.

Outreach Community and Residential
Services, Manchester, provide individualized
residential and communiry seruices forJewish and
non-Jewish adults with learning disabilities , and/or
long-term mental health problems. In conjunction
with other social care providers, they offer in-home
support, personal care and development of
educational and social skills support, and as such
deal with health authorities, the private sector,
social services and welfare providers, such as

community nurses and carers and funding agencies.

Defence organizations
The Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and
Women (AJDO has thirtybranches in the London
alreaand skteen in the provinces. It assists in
maintainingAJEX House, a block of flats providing
sheltered accommodation for ex-servicemen and
women and their dependants, and also maintains a
military museum :rnd archives. AJEX's principal
activities are remembrance of those who fought zrrd
died and seled the Crown over 300 years, welfare
support for ex-servicemen and women including
cash grants, advice and other forms of assistance,
and by educational projects, knowledge of and
pride in Jewish heritage.

The Comrnunity Security Tfrrst (CST) empkrys
researchers to monitor antisemitism and security
personnel to assist orgutizations in the community
to maintain a high level of security whereJews
gather or hold meetings. Issues with which the CST
concerns itself include discrimination, antisemitism,
secunty, resurgent Nazism, Holocaust denial,
campus antisemitism, civil rights issues in Israel, and
religious fu ndamentalism/fanaticism.

The Inter-Parliamentary Council Agaiirst



Antisemitism (IPCAA) is an umbrella body of
parliamentary groups throughout the world that
oppose antisemitism and make representations [o
their governments about antisemitic incidents and
developments.

lsraelZionist organ izations
The range of issues with which the organizations
listed in this section concern themselves includes
the centrality of Israel inJewish life, problems of
Israeli society including religious and civil rights,
Israel-Diaspora relations, the Middle East and the
peace process, media coverage of Israel andJewish
life.

The Academic Study Group on Israel and the
Middle East is an academic orgutization which
aims to forge and expand contact between
academics in this country and their colleagues in
Israel, and to develop and enlarge research
collaboration between scholars.

The Anglo-Israel Association (AIA) exists to
inform and educate the British public about Israel's
achievements. The AIA promotes Israel by
organizing lectures, meetings, study tours of israel
and Angk>Israel colloquia, by publishing and
commissioning literature about Israel, and by
awarding scholarships and grants.

British Friends of Peace Now mobilizes support
for the Israeli peace movement ancl the peace
pft)cess, focusing on the Oslo Accords, among
BritishJews and the wider community It presents
its views to the Israeli government, the British
government and the European Parliament. Activities
include public meetings with prominent Israeli
politicians, petitions to Israeli prime ministers,
demonstrations and adveftisements in the Jewish
press.

British WIZO (Women's International Zionist
Organization) is the British branch of World
WIZO, which maintains 800 institutions and
selices for women and children in Israel. British
\X/U,O is a constituent of the Zionist Federation. It is
non-party and apolitical. It has almost 200 affiliated
societies with 14,000 members.

The Conservative Friends of Israel (CFI) is
committed to the Conselative Parry and to the
welfare of the state of Israel and is dedicated tcr

establishing close links between Britain and Israel.
The CFI distributes balanced and accurate
information on events in the Middle East and,
through visits to Israel, gives MPs and candidates a

greater understanding and insight into the Middle
East.

The Israel Inforrnation Centre, Birmingham,
provides information on Israel, Judaism and Jen ish
life. It runs cultural and educational projects s-hich
involve the local authorities.

The Israel Information Centre, Cardifi and the
Israel Information Centre, Manchester, pr or4de
information on all aspects of Israel. Ther- run
cultural events such as film screenings and art.
photography and other exhibitions. Their sork
involves dealing with schools, the British-Israel
Chamber of Commerce and the wider socien:

TheJewish National Fund (fNIF) LIK is
committed to helping Israel's human and ecological
life in numerous ways. JNF UK is also commirred rct

educating children, youth and adults about Israel, as
well as fostering loyalty towards the countn.

The Labour Friends of Israel (LFI) aims to
present the facts of the Middle East situation. to
build bridges of understanding between the British
and Israeli labour movements, to encourage studv
groups and visits to Israel, to welcome Israeli
Iabour representatives to the UK and to forge
strong links between theJewish communin'ancl the
British labour Party

The Liberal Democrat Friends of Israel (LDFI)
is open to all supporters of the Liberal Democrars in
the UKwho recognize the right of Israel ro a free,
independent, permanent and prosperous existence
as a member state of the United Nations. The LDFI
exists to foster good relations and understanding
between Britain and the state of Israel.

The likud-Herut Movement of Great Britain
aims to promote the Zionist ideology as conceired
by Ze'evJabotinslql

Metetz UK for a Progressive Israel seeks to
promote Progressive Judaism, the peace process,
the unity of theJewish people, aliya (emigrarion ro
Israel), social justice,Jewish education and culture.
It believes in equalit.v for all Israeli citizens, with
religion left to the conscience of each individual. Its
concerns include a lust and comprehensive peace
between Israel and its neighbours, human and civil
rights, ecology and a safe environment.

The Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi Federation is
the movement of religious Zionists in the UKwhich
endeavours to create a link between Angk>Jewry



and Israel. It encourages its members (young and
old) to make aliya and to build there a counrry
based on religious values and social justice. In
Britain, it is engaged in supporting Israel politically
and economically It contributes funds for
educational and cultural institutions, promotes civil
rights in Israel and develops Israel-Diaspora
relations.

The National Zionist Council (NZC) is a
representative body for all Zionist organizations zurd
individuals in Great Britain and Ireland who
subscribe to Zionist aims a-s defined in the
Jerusalem Programme. NZC works in the fields of
aliya, public relations, information and economic
activities.

The New Israel Fund (NIF) aims to srrengrhen
democrary and social justice in Israel. Ir supports
charitable projects in Israel in the areas of civil and
human nghts, improving the status of women,
Jewish-Arab coexistence, religious pluralism and
tolerance, bridging social and economic justice and
assisting citizens' efforts to protect the environment.

The Poale Zion-Latrour Zlottist Movement is the
British section of the World labour Zionist
Movement and the sister parqr of the Israel labour
Party It encourages aliya and demands effective
international guarantees for the cMl and political
rights ofJews in the Diaspora.

Pro-Zion: Progressive Religious Zionists works
for full legal and religious righes for ProgressiveJews
in Israel and to affirm the centrality of the state of
Israel inJewish life.

The UnitedJewish Israel Appeal (QIIA) is
designed to aid the world-wide effort rrt rescueJews
in need and absorb them into Israel, renewJewish
life in Britain through education and strengthen ties
between communities in Britain and Israel. The
LIIAs chief representative concerns are sta[e
funding forJewish education, evaluation and
assessment ofJewish educational standards, state
funding for youth work,Jewish student activit)1
international Jewish emergencies and Israeli
absorption policies.

The United Zionists of Great Britain and
Ireland are the British and Irish consrituents of the
\{'orld Confederation of United Zionisrs, which is
not affiliated to or associated with anv Israeli
political party

The Zionist Federation (ZE) is an umbrella

organtzation with a membership of over 725 Zionist
organuations and over 50,000 individuals in the
countq/ and, as such, represents the Zionist
movement in the UK. Its function is to support,
coordinate and facilitate the work of all its affiliates
nation-wide.TheZF aims to encourage the
participation ofJews in Zionist activities, including
education, culture and Hebrew language.

Pol itical/cam pa igni ng organizations
The Anglo-Jewish Association (AJA) aims to run
public events in order to provide an arena in which
representatives of all elements of BritishJewry can
discuss matters of interest on the same platform, to
encourage knowledge within the community about
cultural and humanitarian issues, to promote
discussion within the community aboutJewish
topics and about matters which affect theJewish
community as an element in the general
population, and to promote goodwill towards Israel
and an understanding of Israel's position and
policies within the community and the country The
{fA is a member of the Claims Conference and has
NGO status at the Human Rights Commission in
Geneva, and participates in the meetings of those
bodies.

Issues with which the A,fA ha^s concerned itself
include tolerance, the position of women in the
community, the appeal ofJudaism today the policy
of the Israeli government towards the peace
process, racism and resurgent Nazism.

The Association of Jewish'Women's
Organizations in the UKaims to further
communal understanding and to promote the
achievement of unity amongJewish women of
differing shades of opinion and belonging to
autonomous organizations with different aims.

B'nai B'rith District 15 of Great Britain and
Ireland aims to bringJews to€lether to work in
friendship, to improve communal harmony to
strenFlthen theJewish communiry to combat racial
and rehgious intolerance and to help the less
fortunate.

The core objectives of B'nai B'rith in Great Brirain
and Ireland are to foster friendship thrctugh social,
cultural and recreational programmes, to support
the state of Israel and worldJewry to work frtr
charitable endeavours, to initiate and develop
communi[y projects and to strengthen B'nai B'rith
links across Europe. B'nai B'rith in Great Britain and
Ireland and B'nai B'rith Continental Europe are
working to create a unified structure to strengthen



theJewish voice in Europe. The head office in
Brussels will act as a centre for European activities
and as the voice of B'nai B'rith in the EU.

The Holocaust Educational Thrst (HET) was
established to promote research into the Holocaust,,
to collect archival materials and artefacts of the
Holocaust period and to produce written and
audio-visual materials. It assists in the teaching of
the Holocaust in schools and assists individuals and
orgNtzations involved in Holocaust education. The
Tirrst is also heavily involved in the campargn for the
restitution of and compensation forJewish property
stolen by the Nazis or their allies.

TheJewish Council for Racial Equality
OCORE) aims to improve race relations in Britain
and to encourage awareness in theJewish
community of the responsibilities of a multiracial
society Issues with whichJCORE concerns itself
include race relations, equality of opportuniql
discrimination, racism, antisemitism, refugee
policies and Black-Jewish dialogue.

The League ofJewish Women is a voluntary
organnationwhich unitesJewish women of all
opinions in the UK. It aims to intensify both their
Jewish consciousness and their sense of
responsibility towards theJewish community It also
hopes to stimulate women's sense of civic dury and
to increase their service to the country The Ieague
ofJewish W'omen works with disabled and able-
bodied people irrespective of race, colour or
religion, helping people in their homes, schools,
baby clinics, hospitals, hospices, friendship clubs
Ntd day centres.

Searcbligltf is principally an anti-fascist monthly
magazine with links to the media, but also an
educational trust which works to train people in
anti-fascist activity Issues with which Searcbligbt
concerns itself include race relations, discrimination,
racism, antisemitism, campus antisemitism, security
resurgent Nazism, Holocaust denial, Holocaust
awareness and education, sulivors' aid, restitution
ofJewish property, refugee policies and religious
fundamentalism.

The Union ofJewish Students (QlS) aims to
coordinate and assist theJewish and Israel societies
in the various further and higher education colleges
of the UK and Ireland, to enhance theJewish
identity of students by promoting the study and
understanding of Judaism, Zionism, Jewish and
Israeli culture and history to uniteJewish students
and coordinate common efforts to encouraoe

education, to fight assimilation and protect their
rights on campus, to further and protect its
members'interests and to ensure adequate
representation of its members'opinions in all vital
matters. The L[S also publishes articles and papers
of interest to its members and maintains links with
the Hillel Foundation, the NationalJen'ish
Chaplainry Board and the RSGB Chaplaincr:

I nternational organizations
The European Conference ofRabbis (ECR) was
established in 7957 to provide a medium for
cooperation on matters of common concem to
rabbis of European communities.

The EuropeanJewish Congress (EJC)
coordinates the initiatives of thirry-seven national
Jewish communities in Europe and acts as their
spokesperson. The EJC has consultative status n'ith
the Council of Europe, the European Commission
and the European Parliament.

The International Council ofJewish Women
(ICJW) consists of fifty-twoJewish women's
organizations in forty-seven countries. The sen-ices
they offer to the community constitute the main
focus of their work. The core purpose of the ICJSfl is
to bring together women from all walks of life in
order to create a driving force for social justice for
all races and creeds. The ICfl(/ makes
representations onJewish concerns to the \ational
Commission on Women. It has consultative status
with the United Nations and is represented on
many international organizations

The Simon Wiesenthal Center is an independent
American organization with international outreach
and offices in Paris and London. Its aims are to
monitor, combat and educate against antisemitism,
racism and prejudice. \{4rile it is not a represenndve
institution, it has made representations to the
British government on issues concerning theJeri-ish
communiry in the UK.

TheWorldJewish Congress (WC) aims to
coordinate the efficrts of its affiliated organizations
in respect of the political, economic, social, religious
and culturalproblems of theJewish people. The
VJC represents and acts on behalf of its affrliates
before governmental, intergovernmental and other
international authorities. The Board of Deputies is
the British constituent of the\W'orldJewish Congress
and of the EuropeanJewish Congress. There have
been occasions when the VIC and the EJC have
made representations directly to the British
government.



Relief organizations
Tzedek Qewish Action for aJust WodO wa^s

established to provide direct support to the
developing world byworking towards the relief and
elimination of poverty regardless of race or religion
and to educate people, particularly in theJewish
community, as to the causes and effects of poverty
and theJewish obligation to respond. Among issues
with which Tzedek concerns itself are immigration
rights, refugee policies, wodd emergencies,
including refugee reliel and economic justice,
including world-debt elimination.

UIgAID (United Kingdom Jewish Aid and
International Development) is a Jewish
humanitarian organnation which responds to
international disasters and promotes sustainable
development aimed at reducing deprivation and
suffering, irrespective of ethnicity gender or
religion. U{IND concerns itself with world
emergencies, refLgee relief and sustainable projects
in the developing; world.

WorldJewish Relief (WJR) is the overseas (non-
Israel) aid arm of theJewish community in the UK.
VJR provides welfare and community development
services to theJewish communities in Eastern and
Central Europe. It also advises and assistsJewish
refugees in the UK who have fled from racral, ancl
religious persecution in any part of the world. \XJR
liaises with the Home Office and local authorities,
and concerns itself with immigration rights, refugee
policies, world emergencies and relief

lnterfaith organizations
The Council of Christians andJews (CCJ)
promotes good relations between Christian ancl

Jewish communities. It has over sbrty branches
throughout the UK. The CCJ brings together the
Christian and theJewish communities in a common
effort to right the evils of prejudice, intolerance and
discrimination between people of different
religions, races and colours, and to work for the
betterment of human relations based on mutual
respect, understanding and goodwill. It is neither a
missionary nor a political organization.

The key work of the group is educational. The CCJ
concerns itself with awide range of issues relating
to interfaith relations, religious education, race
relations, discrimination, racism, antisemitism,
resurgent Nazism, Holocaust denial, Holocaust
awarcncss and education.

The Maimonides Foundationwas established to
foster understanding and promote dialogue and

cooperation betweenJews and peoples of different
faiths--especially between Jews and Muslims-to
build alliances and to strengthen the cultural,
spiritual and intellectual ties between them. The
Foundation concerns itself with a range of issues
relating to interfaith relations and ethnic issues, race
relations, discrimination, racism, antisemitism,
Islamophobia, Israel and the Middle East, including
the peace process.

The Three Faiths Forurn encourages goodwill and
understanding among people of the three
monotheistic faiths in the UK and elsewhere [slam,
Christianity andJudaism). The Forum concerns
itself with a range of issues relating to interfaith
relations, Islamophobia, antisemitism, racism,
discrimination, Holocaust denial, Holocaust
education and awareness.

Educational organizations
The Agency forJewish Education is a United
Synagogue bodywhich deals with training,
resourcing and servicing the full- and part-time
education community in Britain. It has links to
central government, local educational authorities
and, increasingly the European Union. The Agency
works with the Department for Education and
Employment on teacher training, the provision of
school places, school building projects and
governor training forJewish day schools. It also
trains inspectors forJewish studies in all English
voluntary-aided schools.

The Anne Frank Educational Thrst arms to
combat bigotry and racism by providing touring
exhibitions and educational resources on Anne
Frank and the Holocaust for a mass audience,
including primary and secondary schcnls, youth
organizations, universities and the general public.
The Anne Frank Educational Tiust concerns itself
with Holocaust education, Holocaust denial,
prejudice, racism, antisemitism and social
responsibility issues.

The British Association forJewish Studies aims
to promote and defend the scholarly study of
Jewish culture in all its aspects, to organize
conferences, and to initiate and support research
and publication.

The Centre forJewish{hristian Relations is an
independent centre dedicated to the study anci
teaching of all aspects of theJewish{hristian
encounter through the ages.

The Centre forJewish Education provides



educational selices for the Reform Synagogues of
Great Britain, the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Sy'nagogues and the Leo Baeck College.

The Centre forJewish Studies, SOAS (School of
Oriental and African Studies), Near and Middle Ea^st

Department, offers a BA in Hebrew and Israeli
studies and degrees combining Hebrew with law,
economics, management, Arabic and many other
subjects. AYddish language and literature
programme is designed for both degree and
occasional students. There is also a one-year
diploma inJewish studies catering for postgraduates
from around the world.

The Departrnent of Hebrew andJewish
Studies, University College, London, is the
largest university department in the UK and Europe
for obtaining honours degrees in Hebrew, medieval
and modernJewish history biblical Hebrew and
ancient Egyptian.

The Institute of Contemporzlry Historyand
Wiener Library is a research library and institute
on contemporary European andJewish history
especially the nse and fall of the Third Reich;
suliva1 and revrval of Nazi and fascist movements;
antisemitism; racism; the Middle East; and post-war
Germanv It holds Britain's largest collection of
documents, testimonies, books and videos on the
Holocaust. Issues with which the Institute concerns
itself include education, promoting multi-
culturalism, race relations, racism, resurgent
Nazism, antisemitism, campus antisemitism,
Hokrcaust denial, and Holocaust awareness and
education.

The Institute ofJewish Studies, University
College, London, is funded by the private sector.
Its activities are dedicated to the academic study of
all branches ofJewish history and civilization.

TheJewish Education Bureau, Leeds, provides a
variety of educational programmes and promotes
the study ofJudaism as part of multi-faith religious
education in county schools and colleges.

The Lubavitch Foundation aims to furtherJewish
religious education, identity and commitment.
There are separate departments for adult education,
summer and day carnps, youth clubs and training,
university counsellors, publications, welfare and
organtzations concerned with Israel.

The O:dord Centre for Hebrew andJewish
Studies is one of Europe's leading teaching and

research institutions in the area of Hebrew and
Jewish studies. Its work includesJewish historv and
literature (ancient, medieval and modern); Talmudic
studies; Jewish4slamic and Jewish/Christian
relationships at all periods; Hebrew and Vdclish
language; anthropology; sociology; larr'; and
theology Issues with which the Odord Centrc for
Hebrew andJewish Studies concerns itself include
the teaching ofJewish culture at univercin'ler-el as
part of the wlder educational curriculum.

The ScopusJewish Education lhrst aims to
promote academic excellence inJewish and secular
education, to develop the teaching of Hebren- as a
living language and to inspire a love of Israel s-ithin
a learning environment based on traditionalJes-ish
values. Scopus is the largest group ofJen-ish dar-
schools in the United Kingdom, with fifteen schools
nation-wide.

The Sephardi Centre aims to promore Sephardi
culture. Courses ftrcus on religion, histon: nrusic,
art and cuisine.

The Spiro Ark wa^s established to meer rhe
problems facingJews in the twenty-firsr cenrun- bv
using innovative teaching methods in order to
encourage a learning community Hebres ancl
Yddish are taught at all levels, together nithJes'ish
history and other related subjects. The Spiro Ark
zrlso regularly holds cultural events.

The Spiro Institute for Study ofJewish History
and Culture promotesJewish identity and self-
awareness. The Institute engages in widespread
teaching ofJewish history and culture, including
literature, films, art, drama and Hebrew for aclults
classes; Holocaust education in schools ancl for
LEfu, including teaching packs and video;
preparation for GCSE and Alevel in modern
Hebrew Issues with which the Spiro Institute
concerns itself include the teaching of religion in
the national curriculum and state funding forJeu'ish
education, Holocaust awareness and education,
Jewish cultural programming, civil rights issues in
Israel and antisemitism.

Other centres, institutes and universities also plar.a
role in representingJudaism to the wider socienl
They include the Centre for GermanJewish Studies,
University of Sussex; the Centre forJewish Studies,
University of Leeds; the Centre for Modern Hebrew
Studies, University of Cambridge; the Department
ofJewish Studies, Mzrnchester Universiry; the
Oxford Institute for Yiddish Studies; the Parkes
Centre, University of Southampton; and the Queen



Mary and W'estfield Programme for Yddish and
Ashkenazic Studies, University of London.

Cultural organizations
The Ben Uri Art Society holds the Ben Uri
Heritage Collection of nearly 900 works byJewish
artists, with particular emphasis on BritishJewish
artists. It regularly loans and exhibits these works, as
well as exhibiting work by contemporaryJewish
artists.

TheJewish Book Council aims to stimulate and
encourage the reading of books onJudaism,Jewish
thought, life, history and literature.

TheJewish Comrnunity Theatre aims to
advance, develop and maintain public education
andawareness of the history of BritishJews by the
representation at theatres and other venues of plays
reflecting the cultural identity of Anglo-Jewry

TheJewish Film Foundation is an educational
charity whose aim is to promote the exhibition,
distribution, production and study ofJewish
cinema, television and video programmes.

TheJewish Music Heritage Thrst promotes rhe
study and performance ofJewish music to preselve
the heritage and teach it to successive generations.

The Jewish Museum-London's Museum of
Jewish life seeks to recover, preserve and exhibit
material relating to the rools and heritage ofJewish
people in Britain, and to illustrate and explain
Jewish religious practice with objects of rarity and
beauty Issues with which theJewish Museum
concerns itself include the arts,Jewish cultural/
ethnic progmmmes, education, Holocaust
education, Jewish heritage and preservation.

The ManchesterJewish Museum hosts a

progralnme of events including exhibitions,
demonstrations, concerts, talks and educational
visits for schools and adult groups onJudaism and
Jewish life.

Jewish media
TheJewisb Cbronicle is an independentJewish
weekly newspaper with a nation-wide distribution
andan extensive coverage ofJewish affairs in the
UK. It plays an important role in cctnveyingJewish
issues to the wider society by marketing its lead
articles to the British press and the world media.

Other Jewish media, including the Birmingbam
Jeruisb Recorder, the Edinburgb Star, Hamodiab,
theJeuish Quctrterly, Jewisb Spectrum Radio, the
Jewisb Te legrapb, the Jewish Tribune, Tbe Jewisb
Year Book,Juclaism Today and the LondonJewisb
NetL,s, also play a role in representingJewish
concerns.

Th i n k-ta n ks/d iscussion foru ms
The Institute forJewish Policy Research (fPR)
is an independent think-tank which informs and
influences policy opinion and decision-making on
social, political and cultural issues affectingJewish
life. JPR's policy work is organized around four
pro5lrammes: cMl society; planning forJewish
communities;Jewish culture: arts, media and
heritage; Israel: impact, society and identiry Issues
with whichJPR concerns itself include education,
social welfare, politics, justice and civil rights.

The Israel-Diaspora Trust (IDT) organizes
discussions on issues of social welfare, politics
justice and civil rights.

The NewJewish Initiative for SocialJustice acts
as a think-tank on social justice issues and aims to
influence policy and debate on these issues in the
Jewish community and beyond.



Aooendix 2: Reoresentation in Five
Jdwish Commdnities-
france, the Nether[ands, Australia,
Canada and the USA

Daniel Elamr, z'1,

Jensalem Centerfor Public Affairs,

for tbe Commission on Representation of the
Interests of tbe BritisbJewisb Community

The second generation of worldJewry since the
end of the Second \X/orld rVar is now at its height.
The first generation, which lasted more or less from
the end of the war to the late 7970s, witnessed the
reconstitution of Jewish communities throughout
the world. This reconstitution had to take place
because of the ravages of war, the impact of the
establishment of the state of Israel and the changes
which had affected communities in the new worlds
as a result ofJewish migration from the old.

That process essentially involved a series of
modifications of the five patterns ofJewish
communal organization developed during the
modern epoch to take cognizance of the realities of
the opening of a new, then as yet unrecognized,
postmodern age. These five patterns emerged
between the convening of the Napoleonic
Sanhedrin in 1807 and the First World \Xr'ar. They
were:

1 The 'consistonal' pattern, pioneered in France,
whereby all those who identified asJews were
officially organzed into hierarchical synagogue-
centred bodies called cottsistoires or some similar
term, and, one way or anotheq allJewish
activities had to be subsumed within the
consistorial framework.

2The Kultusgemeinde pattern pioneered in
Germany and found, inter alia, in the
Netherlands in which territorial organizations of
Jewish communities based on, but stretching
beyond, the synagogue were governed by
communal boards officially recognized and
empowered by host governments and
government-supported through their revenue-
raising and distribution powers.

3 Boards of Deputies pioneered in Great Britain,
and found in Australia and in a modified version
in Canada, government-recognized bodies in
which all the various activities in theJewish
community were represented and which seiwed
as a central address for theJewish community

but engaged primarily in external relations on
behalf of the communiry These were suppofted
byJewish resources exclusively or almost so.

4 Congregational communities, developed in
smaller countries, which embraced theJesish
community as a whole. Normallv these sere not
state-recognned and relied upon voluntan'
affiliation and support.

5 Communities with no formal or official central
address or framing body, no formal go\-emment
recognition, and no general government support
(although some functions might receive
government aid), pioneered in the United States.

These models persisted more or less in their
original form until the Second World War. flost
were restored to some extent after the q-ar. n-ith
modifications based upon changing times.
changing situations, reconceptuahzation of s-hat a
Jewish community should be and how indir-idual
Jews could identift with it, and changing patterns
of government recognition and support. The
central thrust of these changes was the sjthdrawal
of formal government support and, often.
recognition, a.s well and the broadening of the
community's framing institutions to include
religious, welfare and community relations
organizations in equivalent framing roles in an
increasingly open environment in which nes'
institutions and organizations could be established
with relative ease and market-like competition
could take place among them.

France
In France, the Consistoire found itself confronting
two rival locd organrzations, the Conseil
Repr6sentatif des Institutions Juives de France
(CRIF) and the Fonds SocialJuif Unifi6 (FSJL). Both
at the very least claimed paritywith the Consistoire
as umbrella organizations within their respectir-e
spheres and, at times, claimed to have replaced the
Consistoire as the community's central address. The
CRIF wa.s founded in 7944 to represent French
Jewry before the Vichy government and has
continued its representative role throughout the
post-war years. \X/hile an independent organization,
the president of the Consistoire was also its
president automatically until very recently The FSJU
was founded after the war to serve as French

Jewry's local fund-raising and social service delivery
address. Israel-centred concerns were handled by
the separately incorporated French branch of the
Jewish Agency and Keren Hayesod, neither truly
French organizations.



The Netherlands
In the post-war Nethedands, the three separate
congregational groupings for Ashkenazic, Sephardic
and Liberal synagogues rebuilt the Federation of
Dutch Communities to be their representative body
without granting it much strength. The lead role fell
to the Ashkenazic congregational group, the largest
of the three by far.

Australia
Australia, less disrupted by the waq never had a
strong country-wide body The Executive Council of
AustralianJewry (ECA) is the leading Australia-wide
communal organizatron and is meant to play the
major country-wide representative role. It has
become progressively weaker through the
competition of various country-wide state and local
arms of Zionist bodies, B'nai B'rith, the W'orld
Jewish Congress, and the various welfare
institutions which, while state or local, serve the
country-wide communiry Because the great
strength of AustralianJewry is lodged in irs rlvo
major roughly equal communities, Sydney in the
state of New South'Wales, and Melbourne in the
state of Victoria, in fact the state bodies were and
remain the stronger ones and the ECAJ leadership
and headquarters are rotated between the two cities
with every new election a.s the chairs shift between
the two states on a rotation basis. Even within the
states the powers of the state-wide bodies have
diminished greatly in recent years, so that in the last
analysis most organizations and institutions are
independent of any serious framing body

Canada
CanadianJewry once held up as a shining example
of a New'WorldJewish communitywith an
appropriately institutionalized common structure,
has gone in the same direction. In the inter-war
years the CanadianJewish Congress (CJC) could
correctly have been said to be the address for the
whole community country-wide. The CJC combined
the British Board of Deputies model and the Polish
kebilla model, reflecting the synthesis between the
many PolishJewish immigrants to Canada and the
Canadian environment.

If anyhing, the CJC gained srrength, to all outward
appearances, in the first post-war F]enel?tion, but
during that time nval orgNizarions were gathering
strength, all stimulated by their counterpafts in the
larger American Jewish community who,
intentionally or not, pressed their influence across
the Canadian-American border. First, the CJC's
representative status was challenged by B'nai B'rith,
the Anti-Defamation League and the Canadian

Zionist Federation; then locally it was challenged by
the localJewish community federations. Assisted by
the federation movement in the United States and
with the added tendency of CanadianJews for neat
and comprehensive organaations, the federations
not only became the framing bodies in ail of the
major CNndianJewish local communities, but
formed a National Budgeting Conference to
undertake allocations within Canada that were
neither local nor for Israel and overseas activities.
The NBC immediatelybecame powerful byvirtue of
its flnancial role. In the meantime, Keren Hayesod
in Canada became the United Israel Appeal, locally
controlled by community federations.

Then an arrangement was reached between the
federations and the CanadianJewish Congress so
that the local branches of the CJC would enter the
federation framework. By the early 1990s the CJC
had lost not only its monopoly for representarion
but also its monopoly of the top leaders of
CanadianJewry most of whom went to the
federation movement or the UIA. The CJC began to
attract only the second-level leadership. Its triennial
country-wide meetings ceased to be significant
decision-makers and in 7998 abandoned the
pretence of decision-making and instead made the
meeting a 'virtual happening' for the delegates.

The USA
The United States, which from the first had been
essentially an open market for every form ofJewish
organization and institution, continued in this
manner into the post-war period. Then the great
financial needs of Israel and overseas rescue shifted
effective power to the federation complex, which
included the local federations, the UnitedJewish
Appeal (,]A), its two parent organizations, theJoinr
Distribution Committee [DC) and the United Israel
Appeal (IJIA), and the federations'umbrella Council
ofJewish Federations (CJF). For a short while in the
1950s, the struggle that had begun in the 1930s
between theJewish community councils and the
community federations continued. The Jewish
community councils sought to play both a
representative role and a role leaguing all the
separate Jewish organizations, synagogues ancl
other institutions into one body especially for
cultural and representational purposes, at a time
when the federations concentrated on fund-raising
and service delivery

For reasons that cannot be discussed here, in
community after community the federations won
out over the community councils by the 1960s.
Community councils became Jewish community



relations councils, either as constituent agencies of
the federations or sometimes even as federation
committees with purely representational roles.
\X/hile this change eliminated their efforts to be
independent comprehensive representative bodies,
it actually strengthened their ability to represent
their local communities since they had the backing
of the now-powerful federations.

More than that, their country-wide organnation, the
National Jewish Community Relarions Advisory
Council (NJCRAC), began to become more
powerful than the independent national bodies
previously claiming to represent theJewish
community A1l were seliproclaimed in that nrle.
Principal amonFa them were the AmericanJewish
Committee, founded in 7906 by the leadingJewish
notables at the time to representJewish interests in
Washington; the Anti-Defamation League (ADL),
founded by B'nai B'rith in 7973 to fight antisemirism
by mobilizing popular support in the aftermarh of
one of the few blood-libel cases in American Jewish
history; and the AmericanJewish Congress,
founded in 1918 in an effort to provide a counrry-
wide democratic body along the lines that were
seen at that time as modified versions of the kehilla
movement and which had come to emphasize
separation of church and state in the United States
in fields in which theJews found themselves at a
disadvantage because of their religion.

These three groups and other specialized
representative bodies such as theJewish l.abor
Committee and the Jewish \l'ar Veterans vigorously
competed with one another, in most cases over the
same turf, until the CJF stepped in in the 1940s in
an attempt to bring order to the representation
field. \Xhile formally the attempt failed, undoubtedly
because of the market-place character of Amencan
life which gave the CJF no opportuniry ro impose irs
'u4ews on what were, after all, independent
organizations, the effon did give birth to the
NJCRAC and ultimately led to irs assuming a
position of supremary, and to the other
organaations becoming more specialized in what
they did so that they conflicted less.

In the 1960s and 1970s it seemed as if the
federations and their movement would become the
unequivocal framing institutions in American Jewish
life. The growth of the federations'communiry
planning and Israel-oriented roles both pushed in
this direction. Yet today the federations are fighting
for their lives as a shift in the attitudes and outlook
ofAmericanJews has led the latter to abandon
federated giving in droves and, if they are involved

atall,to seek directly the 'causes'of most interest to
them as individuals. The unbounded indiridualism
of the youth revolt of the 1960s is haring is effecr as
the baby-boomers reach middle age and Israel's
established institutions have lost drasing po\\-er.

Today it is fair to say that there has ner-er been a
time whenAmericanJewish life has been so
diffi.rsed, with so little in the wav of common
leadership and effort, except in the representation
sphere, where the picture is curioush- mired. The
federations and their country-wide arms har-e
retained a much more impoftant role beczuse r-enr
few private bodies can compere u'ith them and.
indeed, very few want to.

The older representative organizations hare
become weakeq even if they continue ro don'rinate
the country's publicity channels, and of the nen-
ones, only the Simon Wiesenthal Center has proved
itself able to mobilize the resources and the talents
necessary to be a competitive voice, n-hich ir has
been, much to the distaste of the organizecl-lesish
communiqr The WorldJewish Congress. for its first
half-century virtually unrecognized in the Unitecl
States and with no red. organizational presence
there, has moved up rapidly as a public roice under
the leadership of Edgar Bronfman and Israel Singer,
who, by relocating the world headquarten ro \err,
York from Geneva and pursuing a strategr- of
selected issues handled in a well-publicized nanner,
have capitalized on a name that carries a grslter
cachet than its realweight might beaq to enterge
with new strength. On the other hand, the
Conference of Presidents, which had become
strong during the years of Israel's maximum
strength and visibiliry on the AmericanJes'ish
scene, is now in something of an eclipse because of
the decline of Israel's cachet, afactor compounded
by the divisions over Israel in the AmericanJenish
community making it more difficult for the
Presiclents' Conference to take sharp stands or to
speak in the name of the entire communinr

Contemporary patterns of communal
organization
Today we still find five patterns ofJewish communal
organization, but they are considerably different
from the more rigid patterns of the modem epoch.
They are:

1 Communities based on a single local
organization or congregation. This is the simplest
pattern and the closest to its predecessor
congregational-community model. It exlsts only
in the smallest communities where local |ews



find that they cannot afford the 'ltxury' of
different organizations despite the Jewish'
incentives for division. B<amples: Ltxembourg
and Monaco.

2 Integrated congregational communities where
several different organrzations or congregations
exist but all are tied together around a single
community or congregation and operate within
that integrated framework. Examples: Gibraltar
and Norway.

3 Government-recognized/assisted framing
institutions in a very limited market situation,
where the availabiliry of government recognition
and assistance encourages the distinction
between recognized and unrecognized
organnations and encouragesJews to belong to
the formeq but at the same time allows room for
the latter to develop. Germany is the best
example.

4 Communities with recognized framing
organizations but with a semi-open market in
which one or more organizations are accepted by
the vast majority ofJews as central addresses for
the communiry or for specific bundles of
communal firnctions or which frame communal
activity in that manner in a situation in which
otherJewish organtzations not only cannot
emerge but cannot become strong enough to
compete with those more formally recognized.
Australia CNtada, France and the Nethedands-
four of the five communities under discussion-
fit into this category

5 Diffr"rsed communities that are either partially
framed or unframed, where an open market
exists for competingJewish organizations to
emerge in every sphere and in every arena. The
United States is a prime example of this category

\(4-rat is characteristic of these new patterns is that
membership in the community, indeed adherence
to a formal connection withJudaism or theJewish
people, is an entirely voluntary matter. Even in a
case such as Germany where those registered as

Jews pay their share of the government-levied
church tax, which is then reallocated to theJewish
community, one can choose to register a-s aJew or
not as one wishes. All of the communities are
increasingly pluralistic: that is to say there is no
establishment to impose a single pattern, religious
or communal, on them, but rather people seek a
way to express theirJewishness orJudaism with
which they feel comfortable, even if they have to

invent new ways tcl do so, and sooner or later the
community must recognize them in some way

In one way or another all are organizecl to cope
with five spheres of communal actMry:

. religious/congregational;

. educationaVcultural;

. external relations/defence;

. communal&elfare;

. Israel4ruorldJewry

Formally, the third sphere, that of external relations
and defence, embraces what in Europe are referred
to as representative organizations. Indeed, outside
the United States, before the Second tVorld Waq
those organizations framed and spoke for the
communities of concern here. That can no longer
be said to be true for any of them. In the United
States, this sphere has become subordinated to the
communal/welfare sphere. In Australia it plays avery
limited role and shares the field with more
specialized bodies who'represent' Australian
Jewry's interests in Israel. In Canada this sharing is
even more diffused. In France, the CRIF continues
to represent internal FrenchJewish interests and its
president now can be chosen independently of the
Consistoire while FrenchJewry's interest in Israel is
expressed through other channels. In the
Netherlands, the largest congregational body the
NIK (that is, the first sphere), represents its
congrep4ations' interests directly and a weak
coordinating council ha^s very limited rule.

Most, if not all, of the spheres receive some
government assistance. On the whole, Flovernment
a-ssistance has ceased to be in the form of general
support and is more in the form of assistance for
specific functions. Thus, even in the United States
with its strong rules of separation of church and
state, federal and state funding is available forJewish
health and welfare institutions. Elsewhere it may be
avulable primarily for educational institutions.

There seem to be emerging two integrative sets of
institutions in the various communities regardless of
type. One is cosmopolitan, seruing the communiry
as a whole, either formally framing, such as a
community or country-wide federation or a
representative board, or developing a thick texture
of informal relationships within the government-like
institutions lhat may even merge into one
comprehensive institution, or may simply absorb
functions in the external relations/defence,



communalh/elfare and Israeltvorld Jewry spheres.

The other is localistic, reflecting the growing
concentration of individual and family Jewish
activities within a congregational or local
community centre framework. That framework may
be very pluralistic, with congregations to setve every
expressedJewish orientation, or it may be in some
more formal religious establishment in which
individual congregations adapt to different styles in
the interests of their members, but increasingly if
Jews want to be counted, they connect themselves
with a local congregation for lack of any other sure
form of connection.

Types of communal organizations
Larger communities will have four kinds of
organizations:

1 Government-like institutions, whether'roof '

ot ganaations, framing institutions, or separate
organizations serving discrete functions that play
roles and provide services on all planes (country-
wide, local and intermediate) which, under other
conditions, would be played, provided, or
controlled- predominantly or exclusively-by
governmental authorities. They are responsible
for tasks such as external relations, defence,
education, social welfare and public (communal)
finance. They include:

..a more or less comprehensive fund-raising and
social planning body;

. a representative body for external relations;

. aJewish education service agency:

. a vehicle or vehicles for assisting Israel and
otherJewish communities;

o various comprehensive religious, health and
welfare institutions.

2 Localistic institutions and organizations that
provide a means for attaching individualJews to
Jewish life on the basis of their most immediate
and personal interesls and needs. They include:

. congregations organized into one or more
synagogue unions, federations or
confederations;

.local cultural and recreational centres, often
federated or confederated with one another.

3 General purpose mass-based organizations,
operating country-wide on all planes that

function to (a) articulate communitv values,
attitudes and policies, (b) provide the energv
and motive force for crystallizing the communal
consensus that grows out of those values,
attitudes and policies, and (c) maintain
institutionalized channels of communication
between the community's leaders and'actires'
('cosmopolitans') and the broad base of the
affi liated Jewish population ('locals') for dealing
with the problems and tasks facing the
community in the light of the consensus. Thev
often include aZionist federztion and its
constituent organization and B'nai B'rith loclges.

4 Special-interest organizations which. bv sen-ing
specialized interests in the communin- on all
planes, function to mobilize concem and support
for the progmmmes conducted bv the
community and to apply pressure for their
expansion, modification and improvement.

The first trvo of these types are embodied in the
institutions that form the structural foundations of
the community and the last two in organizarions
that primarily function to activate the instirutional
structure and give it life. Institutions of the first
type are easily identifiable in most communiries.
They include the boards of deputies founded bv
Anglo-Jewish communities, the American Jen-ish
community federations and the Council of
Federations, the Canadian Jewish Congress. the
Fonds Social Juif Unifi6 in France and the like.

The most important localistic institutions are the
synagogues, which, by their very nature, are gearcd
to be relatively intimate associations of compatible
people. Even very large synagogues that lose their
sense of intimacy are localistic institutions in this
sense, in the overall community context. The most
important localistic organizations are Jewish
community or sports centres.

Organizations in the third category differwidelr-
from community to communiry In the United
States, B'nai B'rith and Hadassah come closest to
performing these functions, with a number of
smaller country-wide organaations sharing in the
task. In South Africa and much of latin America the
Zionist federations have assumed that role. The
special-intere st organzations are also readilv
identifiable in the various communities.

Voluntary communities
By now allJewish communities in the Diaspora are
unbounded: that is to say, no clear external limits
dMdeJews from non-Jews. Ratheq all are organtzed



as a series of concentric circles around a central
core of Judaism,{ewishness that draws Jews towards
it in varying degrees, circles which fade out at the
peripheries into a grey area populated by people
whose Jewish self-definition and Jewish status are
unclear, certainly from a balacbic standpoint but
also from a sociological one. Thus every Diaspora
community today is fullyvoluntarv and its
organnation reflects its voluntary character.

Moreover, Judaism is recognized as a major faith in
all five countries and manvJews who participate in
the public square derive their compass in public
positions and activities from the teachings of
Judaism as they understand them, which generally
means filtered through their panicularJewish
experience. Howeveq because the Jewish
community is more than simplv a religion in the
conventional Christian manner but also has ethnic
and communal dimensions that are both part of
and stand somewhat separate fromJewish religion,

each Jewry articulates itself in a far more complex
manner than can be encompassed by any
representative organization except, perhaps, on a
few specific issues in each community or in which
there is a woddJewish consensus.

Consequently, the first task of everyJewish
community is to learn to deal with the particular
local manifestation ofJews' freedom to choose.
This task is a major factor in determining the
direction of the reconstitution of Jewish life in our
time. It is increasingly true that DiasporaJews, if
they feelJewishly committed at all, feel that they
are so by choice rather than simply by birth. Not
that organic ties do not underlie the fact of their
choice, but birth alone is no longer sufficient to
keepJews within the fold in an environment as

highly indMdualistic and pluralistic as the
contemporary wodd. None are more conscious of
this than Jews themselves,



Aooendix 3: United Kinodom
Le$islation Concerning Jews*

by His HonourJudge Aron Owen

Historical background
In the Middle Ages, hostility towardsJews was a
common feature in many European countries. In
England, during the reign of Edward I (7272-7307),
the Stcttutum deftdeismo was passed in 1275. This
statute forbade usury and included an order
continuing to obligeJews to wear a distinguishing
badge and imposing upon them an annual poll tax.

In 7290, Edward personally decreed the expulsion
ofJews from England. During the reign of Charles I
(162519) the number ofJews in England steadily
increased. Menasseh ben Israel (I604-5N r>f

Amsterdam made a direct appeal to Cromwell to
authorize readmission. His'Humble Addresses'
presented to the Lord Protector in October 1655
urged the revocation of the edict of 7290 and
entreated that theJews be accorded the right of
public worship and the right to trade freely No
formal announcement was ever made of theJews'
'readmission' but, from about 7557, the edict of
1290 ceased to have effect.

The Religkrus Disabilities Act 1846 extended toJews
the provisions of the Toleration Act 1688. Under the
1846 Act, British subjects professing theJewish
religion were to be subject to the same laws in
respect of their schools, places for religious
worship, education and charitable purposes, and
the property held with them, as Protestant
dissenters from the Church of England.

Present position
Today English law does not regardJews as a
separate nationality or as different from any other
British citizen. They have no special status except in
so far as they constitute a dissenting religious
denomination.

Provision for that special religious position ofJews
ha-s, from time to time, been made in legislation
(see, for example, the 7846 Act mentioned above).
A discussion of the subject will be found in
Halsbury's Laus of England, fourth edition, 1975,
Volume 74, paragraphs I,423 to 1,432.

+ Reprintcd by permission from Tbe Jewisb Year Book 1999 ^.r'allentrne
Mitchell Publishers, 900 Eastern Avenue, Ilfcrrcl, Essex, Englancl.

Copynght Vallentine Mitchell Publishers).

Some of the various statutory provisions in force
today are set out briefly below Further infornnrhn
and details can be obtained from the Boand of
Deputies (5th Floor, Commonwealth Hour. l-19
New Oxford Street, l.ondon \fC1A 1NF. Tel. 0lO
7543 5400). Legal advice should be sought bv *roe
wishing to know the impact of specific legislation
upon their own particular circumstances.

lThe Representation of tbe People Act 1983
(which is a consolidation of several previous -{rr:s
enables a voter in a padiamentary or local
election 'who declares that he is aJew'and
objects on religious grounds to marking the
ballot paper on theJewish Sabbath to have. if tlr
poll is taken on a Saturday his vote recorded b1

the presiding officer. This right does not apph-tcr
Jewish holy days other than the Sabbath. A
person unable by rea.son of 'rel44ious obsen'ance-
to go in person to the polling station ma,v applr'
to be treated as an absent voter and to be giren e
postal vote for a particular parliamentary or loczl
election.

2 The Education Act 1994 permits Jewish
parents to have their children attending stare or
state-aided voluntary schools withdrawn from
any period of religious instruction and/or
worship where such instruction or worship is
not in theJewish faith. In order to take
advantage of these provisions of theAct, a
written request must be submitted to the head
teacher of the school.

3 The Oatbs Act 1978. AJew may take an oath (in
England, \!'ales or Northern Ireland) by holding
the OId Testament in his uplifted hand and saying
or repeating after the officer administering the
oath the words: 'I swear by Almighty God that...',
followed by the words of the oath prescribed bv
law The officer will administer the oath in that
form and manner without question, unless the
person about to take the oath voluntarily objecs
thereto or is physically incapable of so taking the
oath.

Any person who objects to being sworn (whether
in that way or in the form and manner usually
administered in Scotland) is at liberty instead to
make a solemn affirmation, which will have the
same force and effect as an oath. The form of the
affirmation is as follows: 'I...do solemnly sincerely
and truly declare and affrrm that...', followed by
the words of the oath prescribed by law The
form of affirmation omits anywords of
imprecation or calling to witness.



1X{arfiage Act 1949. English law expressly
recognizes the validit.v of marriages byJews in
England if the cerernonies of the Jewish religion
have been complied with.

The secretary of a synagogue has statutory
powers and duties in regard to keeping the
marriage register books, and the due registratior-r
of marriages benveen persons professing the
Jewish religion under the provisions of the
Mariage Act 1949. He has no authorit]. unless
and until he has been certified in writing to be
the secretary of a synagogue in England of
persons professing theJewish religion by the
president of the Boarcl of Deputies.

1ffhen the $/est London S,vnagogue was
established, actin€l on the advice of the Chief
Rabbi and other recognized Jewish ecclesizr.stical
authol'ities, the president of the Board of
Deputies refrrsed to certii/ the secretary of the
new congl'egation. Accorclingly, by tl-re Marriage
Act 1949, it is enacted that the secretary of the
West Lonclon Synagogr-re of BritishJews, if
certified irr writing to the Registrar-General by
twenty householders being members of that
synagogue, shall be entitled to the same
privileges zs if he had been certified by the
president of the Boiud of Deputies. These
privileges are also accorded to a person whom
the secretary of the \l'est l.ondon Synagogue
certifies in writing to be the secretaly of some
other st nagogue of not less than tv\,enty
householders professing theJen4sh religion, rf it
is connectecl with the Vest lrrnclon Synagogue
and ha-s been established for lrot less than one
).ear.

TheMctniages(.'SecretariesoJ'4%nagogues)Act
1959 gives sinilar rights to LiberalJewish
synagogues.

5 The Fantily Laut Act 1996 cc'tntains important
specific provisions in relation toJewish religious
clivorce.

Section 9, subsections (.3) and (4) provide as

follorvs:

(3) if the puuties-
(a) were married to each other with usages of
a kind r-nentioned in Section 26(1) of the
Marriage Act 7949 (mar-riages which may be
solemnizecl on authoritl, of superintendent
registrar's certificate), and
(b) are requirecl to c()operate if the mardage is

to be dissolved in accordance with those
usages,
the couft may, on the application of either
party direct that there must also be procluced
to the couft a declaration by both parties that
they have taken such steps as are required to
dissolve the marriage in accordance with those
usages.

(4) A direction under subsection (3)-
(a) may be given onlv if the court is satisfied
that in all the circumstances of the ca^se it is
just and reasonable to give it; and
(b) may be revoked by the court at arry time.

Tl're effect of these provisions is that where
parties who have Lleen maniecl in accordance
with the usages ofJewish law (i.e. chuppab ancl
kiddusbin). seek a divorce, then, before such a
Jewish husband and wife would be granted the
civil decree of divorce by the English court, they
coulcl be requirecl to declare that tl-rerc has been
aget, i.e. theJewish religious clivorce. There
would thus be abarner to such aJewish husbancl
or wife obtainirrg a civil clivorce and being able to
remarry unless and until there has been a prior
get.

It is hoped that these new statutory provisions
will go some way towarcls alleviating the plight of
anagunab. The usual case of an agunab
(literally 'a chained woman') is that of a wife
whose husband refilses to give her aget so that
she is unable to remarry in accordance with
orthodoxJewish law. Under the above pn;visions
of the Farnily Lrw Act 1996 such a husband r,vould
himself be unable to obtain a civil clecree of
divorce and remarry

6 Sbecbita. Animals and birds slaughtered bi, the
Jewislr method (sbecbita) for tl're fooci ofJews by
aJew duly licensed b,v the Rabbinical
Commission constituted for the purp()se do not
come within the provision of the
Slaughterhouses Act 7974 or the Slaughter of
PoultryAct 7967 relatingto the methods of
slaughter of animals and birds. The right to
practise sbecbitct is thus preserued.

In March 1995 lrcdr Acts (the Slaughterhouses
Act 7974 ancl the Slaughter of Poultry Act 1967)
were repealed and replaced by seconclary.
legislation in the form of a Statutory Instrument.
Tl-ris implements the European Community's
Dilective (931I19EC) on the protection of animals
at the time of slaughter. There is specific



provision that the requirement for animals and
poultry to be stunned before slaughter or killed
instantaneously does not apply in the case of
animals subject to particular methods of
slaughter required by certain religious rites.
Sbecbita is accordingly safeguarded.

7 The Sunday Trading Act, which came into
opemtion on 26 August7994, has removed many
of the difficulties caused by the Shops Act 1950.
All shops with a selling and display area of less
than 280 square metres may be open at any time
on Sundays. Shops with a selling and display area
of 280 square metres or more are still subject to
some restriction, with an opening time limited to
a continuous period of six hours between 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m.

There is, howeveq a special exemption for
'persons observing theJewish Sabbath'who are
occupiers of these 'large' shops. Provided such
an individual (and there are pardlel conditions
for partnerships and companies) gives a signed
notice to the local authority that he is a person of
theJewish religion and intends to keep the shop
closed for the seruing of customers on theJewish
Sabbath, he may open it as and when he wishes
on a Sunday

The notice given to the local authority must be
accompaniedby a statement from the minister of
the shopkeeper's synagogue or the secretary for
marriages of that synagogue or a person
designated by the president of the Board of
Deputies that the shopkeeper is a person of the
Jewish religion. There are severe penalties for any
false statements made in connection with this
intention to trade.

Iarge shops which were previously registered
under Section 53 of the Shops Act 1950 may
continue to trade on Sundays without new
notification. But occupiers of food stores and
kosher meat shops over 280 square metres who,
even if closed on Shabbat, did not previously
require exemption, may well have formally to
notifiz their local authority that their premises will
be closed on Shabbat to enable them to open on
Sunday

Jewish shopkeepers who close their premises for
the twenty-five hours of Shabbatmay open after
Shabbat.

B Discrimination against a person on account of
his being aJew is unlawful under the Race

Relations Act 1976.

9 Friendly Societies Act 1974. Afriendlv sociery
may be registered for the purpose, inter alia, of
ensuring that money is paid to persons of the
Jewish persuasion duingsbiua (referred ro in
theAct as'the period of confned mouming').

TOBy the Places ofWorsbip Rqistration Act
1855, as amended by the Cbarities Act 19@, the
Registrar-General may ceftify a srmagogue. The
effect of ceftification is freedom from uninrited
interference by the Charity Commissioners and, if
exclusively appropriate to public n'orship. fron-r
general and special rates.

71 By the Juries Act 1 870, the minister of a
slrragogue who has been certified is free from
liability to selve on a jury provided he folloss no
secular occupation except that of a schoolmaster.

The Scottish Position

by SbenffG. H. Gordon, QC, LLD

Jews do not appear in Scots legislation as a unique
group, except in relation to United Kingdom
statutes which treat them as such, of which the only
one still in force is the Representation of tbe People
Act 1983. European Regulations apply in Scodand as

they do in England.

The Education (Scotland) Act 1944 pror,ides bv
Section 9 that every public and grrtt-uded school
shall be open to all denominations, and that anv
pupil may be withdrawn by his parents from
instruction in religious subjects and from anv
religious observance in any such school.

The oath is administered by the judge in Scots
courts, and the witness repeats the words (n-hich
begin 'I swear byAlmighry God') after him n-ith his
right hand upraised. No books are used. AJel-ish
witness is in practice allowed to cover his head if he
wishes to do so. Anyone who indicates a wish to
affirm is allowed to do so.

Section B of tlrre Marriages (Scotlartd) Act 1977
provides that a religious marriage may be
solemnized by the minister or clergyman of any
religious body prescribed by regulations, or by any
person recognized by such a body as entitled to
solemnize marriages. The bodies prescribed by the
Marriage @rescription of Religious Bodies)
(kotland) @egulations) 7977 (SI No. 1670)



include 'The Hebrew Congregation', whatever that
denotes. In practice Orthodox marriages are
solemnized by ministers authorized to do so by the
Board of Deputies.

The Laru Reform (Miscellaneotn Prouisions)
(kotlard) Act 1980 includes regular ministers of

any religious denomination among those persons
who although eligible for jury service are entitled to
be excused therefrom as of right.

The Race Relatiot'ts Act 1976 applies to Scotland,
but the Sunday TradingAct 1994 does not, nor
does the Places of 'Worsbip Registration Act 1B55.



Appendix 4: Gatherino the
Evidence-Consu ltatiSns via Town
Meetinqs, Interviews and
Ouestio"nnaires

Town meetings
Manchester: 9 November 7998
Leeds: 23 November 7998
Brighton: 1 December 1998
Golders Green: 2 December 1998
Glasgow: 6 December 1998
Central London: B December 1998
Redbridge : 25 J anuary 7999

lnterviews
Personal lnterviews
lndividuals
Max Caller, chief executive, London Borough of

Barnet, 75July 7999
Daniel Fox, Consultant, GPC Government Policy

Consultants, Brussels, 25 August 1999
Lord Immanuel Jakobovits, z'1,2J March 1999
Lord GrevilleJanneq 22 Apnl7999
Sir Stanley Kalms, 22 ApnI7999
Jonathan Kestenbaum, chief executive, ffIA, 1

July 1999
Lionel Kopelowitz, former president, Board of

Deputies, 29 March 7999
Rabbi DrAbraham Ler,y Spanish and Portugese

Synagogue, 21 March 1999

Julian lewis, ME 15 March 7999
CouncillorJosef H. Lobenstein, MBE, Mayoq

London Borough ofHackney 17August 1999
Rabbi Avraham Pinter, principal, Yesoday Hatorah

Schools, 21 December 1998
Rabbi Ytzhak Rubin, South Manchester Synagogue,

BJuly 1999
Chief Rabbi DrJonathan Sacks, 23 March 7999
Ita Symons, MBE, executive director, Agudas Israel

Housing Association, 75 July 7999
Lord David Young, 75 Apnl1999
HE Dror Zeigerman, Ambassador of Israel, 22 Apnl

1999

Organizations
Assembly of Masorti Synagogues, Dr Harry

Freedman, director, 74July 7999
Board of Deputies of British Jews, honorary officers,

26 Apnl7999
Council of European Rabbis, Councillor Abraham

Dunner, executive directoq 27 July 7999
Federation of Synagogues, Arnold Cohen, president,

79 Apnl7999
Union of Orthodox Hebrew Congregations, Isaac

Cymerman, director, 17 August 1999

United Synagogue, George Willman, chief executive,
and Peter Sheldon, president, 13 December 7999

G overn ment depa rtme nts
Department of Education and Emplovment (DfEE),

School Framework Liaison Team; Iocal Decision-
Making and Surplus Places Policv Team. 1+Julr.
1999

Government Office for l.ondon, 10 August 1999
Greater London Authoriry Thansition Team. 10

August 1999
Home Office, Race Equality Strategr.Tean'r. Race

Equality Unit, BJuly 1999
National Health Services, NHS Directorate. 19Julr.

1999

Mass media
Madeline Bunting, former religion corre;1rcndent,

Guardian,6May 7999
Richard Clemmow, head of news programnring.

BBC Television, 28 April7999
Ruth Gledhill, religion correspondent. TIrc Tintes,20

March 1999

D i sc u ss ions/focu s g ro u ps
Focus group: university students, Oxforcl Unir-ersity
(nine men, three women), 29 November 1998

Focus group: studentfoung leadership actirists.
March 7999

Malcolm Cohen
Jennifer Etherton
Rachel Gaffrn
Gabriel Herman
Andrew Palmer
Ann Waldek

Israel-Diaspora Ti-ust discussion, 22 Apnl 7999
Dr Sidney Brichto
William Frankel, CBE

John Franks
Hon. Judge Dawn Freedman
David Freeman
Wendy Leighron
Tony Sacker

Jeremy Schonfield
Clinton Silveq CBE
Peter Sussman
Marie van der Zyl
Clive \X/olman

lnquiry day,29 April 1999
Rabbi Tony Ba)field, chief executive, Reform

Synagogues of Great Britain
Valerie Bello, national vice-president, B'nai B'rith
Rickie Burman, directoq Jewish Museum



Melr,yn Carlowe, OBE, chief executive,Jewish Care
Professor David Cesarani, directoq rViener L\brary
Adam Dawson, chaiq Union ofJewish Students
Stuart Etherington, chief executive, National Council

for Voluntary Organizations
David Finkelstein, Conservative Party Director,

former director of research, Social Market
Foundation

Dr Edie Friedman, directoqJewish Council for
Racial Equality

Andrew Gilbert, former chaiq Ummud
Louise Greenberg, literary agent, former chief

producer, BBC Radio
Arieh Handleq president, Mizrachi-Hapoel

Harn:zrachi
Professor Roben Hazel, director, Constitution Unit,

University College, London
Ben Helfgott, chairman, Yad Vashem Committee,

Board of Deputies
AnnaJosse, chief executive, New Israel Fund
Janice Lopatkin, director, Holocaust Educational

fiust
Rabbi Dr Charles Middleburgh, execurive director,

Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues
Beverly Miller, senior managet British \MZO, and

Lorraine Varren, honorary secretary WIZO
Val6rie Monchi, deputy editor, Prospect magazine
Jessica Penn, director, Runymede Tiust Commission

on the Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain
Stuart Polak, directoq Conservative Friends of Israel
Aubrey Rose, CBE, former senior vice-president,

Board of Deputies
Esmond Rosen, Merseyside Jewish Representative
Council; LiverpoolJewish Youth and Community

Centre
Sister Margaret Shepherd, director, Council of

Christians and Jews
Colin Shindler, edrtor, Judaism Today
ProfessorJohn Solomos, South Bank Universiry
David Sumberg, MEII director, Anglo-Israel

Association
Ned Temko, editor, Jewisb Cbronicle
Mike \{.4rine, director, Community Security lhlst
Annie Wigman, editor,Jewisb Youtb Work

Ouestionnaire respondents and written
evidence
lndividuals
Francis Adam
FrankAdam
Professor Geoffrey Alderman
RuthAppleton
Rt. Hon. SirJohn Balcombe
Daphne Band
David Behar
Lord Max Beloff

A. BenAri
Janet Berenson-Perkins
Moshe Berger
Robert Berman
Stanley Bloom
Rev Stanley Brickman
Austin Burton
Ruth Canton
Rebecca Caplan
Maureen Ca-sey

David Clark
lady Valerie Cocks
Alan Cohen
Neville S. Conrad
Anne Cowen

J. Crivan, OBE
Councillor Ab raham Dunner
Louise Ellman
Zennia Esterson
Marcus Fielding
Ann Fine
Barry Fineberg
Mike Frankl
Charles Frieze
Dr Eva Frojmovic
Ian Gerecht

Jessica Gold
Brian Goldstein
Percy Gourgey MBE
Colin Grazin
Ms V Grosser
Fabian Hamilton, MP
Alan Harris
Lord Simon Haskel
Michelle Hayres
Rt. Hon. Michael Howard, QC, MP
Barry Hyman
Cyril M.Jacobs
Marcel Ituobil
Clive lawton
Norman Lebrecht
Irene Leeman

Joel Ierner
Oliver l,etwin, MP
Vivien Lichtenstein
Raphael Loewe
Edward Mack
Stephen Marcus
David L. Marks
Mrs V Mellor
Rt. Hon. the Lord Millet
Jonathan Morris
Simon Myerson
RabbiJulia Neuberger
G. R. Pinto
Felix Posen



Rabbi DrJohn D. Rayner
Ivor Richards
Rabbi DrJonathan Romain
Aubrey Rose, CBE
R. Stephen Rubin
Samuel Rufer
David Sacker
Ruth Sacks
Rabbi Zorach Meir Salasnik
Karen Senitt
David Shepherd
Colin Shindler
\Xtlliam G. Stern
Peter Taylor
Doreen W'achmann
MalcolmWald
Professor Bernard \flasserstein
AnnieWigman
MalloryWober
Rt. Hon. the l,ord W'oolf
Myra \X/oolfson

Jessica rX&yman

Organizations
Angl o-Jewish Associa tion
Assembly of Masorti Slnagogues
Association of Children ofJewish Refugees
Association of Jewish ex-Berliners
Association ofJewish Ex-Servicemen and Women

(AJED
Association of Ministers (Chazanim) of Great Britain
Beth Din (Court of the Chief Rabbi)
Birmingham Jewish Day Centre
B'nai B'rith District 75 of Great Britain and Ireland
Brighton and HoveJewish Community
Cambridge Ttaditional Jewish Congregation Tiust
CardiffHillel House
CardiffJewish Helpline
Cardiff United Synagogue
Central Council forJewish Community SeMces
Centre firrJewish Education
Community Security Tiust
Edgware Adath Ysrael Congregation
Edgware and District Communal Mikveh
European Israeli Forum
Fieldgate Street Great Synagogue
Friends of Kingsbury Mikveh
Friends of Shov Shmeitse
Giffnock and Newlands Hebrew Congregation
GlasgowJewish Choral Society
GlasgowJewish Male Voice Choir
Glasgow Jewish Representative Council
Habonim Dror
Hastings and District Jewish Society
Initiation Society
J. E.Joseph Charitable Fund

Jewish Blind and Disabled
Jewish Care

Jewish Genealogical Societyof Great Britain
Jewish Learning Centre
Jewish Liberal Sy'nagogue

Jewish National Fund
Jewish'Women's Network (Manchester)

Jubilee Ieisure Club
Keren LDovid and Nachlas Dovid
Kesher,/The Iearning Connection
King David Foundation
Kisharon
league ofJewish'Women
Leeds Jewish Medical Society
Ieicester Progressive Jewish Congregation
The Lynton Tlust
Makor (formerly Jewish Programme Materials

ProjectJPMP)
Manchester Central Board for Hebrew Educarion

and lalmud Torah
ManchesterJewish Homes for the Aged
Manchester Reform Synagogue
National Council forJews in the Former Soriet

Union
National Council of Shechita Boards
Newport Hebrew Congregation
Nightingale House (Flome for AgedJeNs)
Noam-Masorti Youth
North ManchesterJewish Youth Project
Prayer for Israel

Queenshill Sgragogue
Reform Synagogues of Great Britain
Revive!Brighton
Ruach Char,urah
Scottish Association of Jewish Teachers
Scottish Council ofJewish Communities
Sha'arei Shalom Synagogue
Sheffield and District Reform Jewish Congregation
Southend and DistrictJewish Representative

Council
South London Communal Council
Sutton United Synagogue
Synagogue FranEaise de Iondres
United KingdomJewish Aid and International

Development
\W'omen in the Community-Women's Campaign for
SovietJewry (The 35s)
\[omen's Campaign for SovietJewry4eeds 35s
Zemel Choir
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